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ABSTRACT
This report gives background data and an overview of
the development of the ECON 12 project, which was carried out in
conjunction with the Developmental Economics Education Program (DEEP)
grant from the Joint Council on Economic Education to the Contra
Costa County (California) Department of Education. The program and
its dissemination were considered a system, made up of three main
parts: The ECON 12 course, evaluation instruments and procedures, and
a teacher training program. The latter two were considered as vital
as the course materials and the cognitive and behavioral objectives.
Cooperation from the County Department of Education assured that
trial courses and teacher participation contributed to effective
course design. Materials are described and stages of lesson
development are clarified. A section on teacher training outlines the
chronological sequence of a basic introduction to economic theory,
practicum sessions, and teacher supervision. The to-date summary
indicates positive acceptance of the project during trial tests and
satisfaction with the application of system development procedures to
the design of the course. At the date of this report, Units I and II
were completed (ED 040 100, 101), Unit III and optional units were
due for completion in 1967. Revised editions werc published in 1968
(ED 053 048, 049) . Addison Wesley will be publishing the future
editions. (JMB)
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A.

SYNOPSIS

1. Purpose

Project H-153 is a U.S. Office of Education Cooperative Research Grant to San Jose Stage College to develop and evaluate a
twelfth grade one-semester economics course, suitable for students
at all levels of achievement and scholastic ability, to be taught
by the average social studies teacher.
The course is intended to
implement the National Task Force Report of 1961, Economic Education in the Schools, which called for a high school course to develop student capacity for economic reasoning, and made recommendations about the content of such a course.
The project was funded for the period 1 July 1964 to 1 July
The objectives of the grant were to attempt to complete an
economics course and all related teacher and student materials,
and to evaluate the effectiveness of the completed course.
The
tentativeness of these objectives reflected the recognition by the
Office of Education staff and the principal investigators that probably the,project could not be completed within the two-year contract period.
1966.

An amendment to the grant extended the purpose of the project
to include a suurner workshop in the summer of 1965 to train teachers who would make trial use of the course in the spring of 1966.
At the present time the Office of Education is considering a se'65ad
amendment to finance a teacher training workshop this summer, to
extend the project through the summer of 1966 and to expand the
audio-visual and evaluation programs.

2. Rationale

The need to develop a twelfth grade economics course is summarized by the following arguments taken from the 1961 Task Force
Report:
1.

The growth in complNity of econ. lic issues demands better
economic understa::ding. (p. 7)

2.

There is a need to undcrstand the role which government agencies now play in detorming our domestic and international economic ;o1icies.
"In the final analysis, the effectiveness of government depends on the capacity and understanding of
the poople...if they are to exercise their great political px.er responsibly and effectively, more of

2.

our people must know more about our economy and
must learn to think about economic issues objectively and rationally."
(p. 3)
3.

Most of the American people have little training in economics.
Only about five per cent of the high school students take a
separate economics course. Half of the students study "Prob
lens in American Democracy" which devotes considerable time
to the subject but is not based ou a theoretical treatment.
(P. 8)

4.

The economics, whether taught in economics.courses:.or prob
lens courses, is "generally descriptive and all too often dry
and sterile." There is little attention given to economic
thecry or analytic thinking.
(p.9)

5.

The teaching materials are inadequate. "The treatment in
textbooks is mainly descriptive, economic analysis is almost
entirely absent; the reasoning often loose and superficial;
value judgments of the authors, generally unidentified as such,
abound." (p..9)

6.

The teachers are mostly unprepared to teach the subject. (p.
10)

7.

There is the problem of public attitudes.
Although there has
been a growth of interest in economic education, it is not
always disinterested.

'Unfortunately, it is necessary to recognize that
any individuals and groups see economics in the
schools as a device for strussin3 their own private views."
Such attitudes make it difficult for teachers to deal with the
necessarily controversial issues which arise in the study of
economics: (p. II)

New studies reported in the lite:. lture on economics education
support the rationale stated in the proposal. In fact, these stu
dies show an increased awareness by teachers and administrators of
the importance of twelfth 'grade economics and of the problems involved in providing an effective course.

In the sprig; of 1965 the National Association of Secondary
S:hool Principals comple.ted a survey
the teaching of economics
in U.S. high ,schools. All public and private hi.;11 schools enrollin3 300 or hord students were polled and 50.9 per cent of the 12,331
schools responded.1 The survey showed an increase in the percentage
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of hi.-311 school students enrolled in a separate course in economics
from 4.7 per cent reported in an earlier study to 6.1 per ceht.2
Of schools respondin3, 69.8 per cent reported offerint; a separate
course in economics, 70.4 per cent :if these courses are electives.
Not only has there been an increase in economics course offerin.;s,
but many schools indicated plans to introduce courses in the near
future.
"..,Hundreds of the returns remarked ,,n. "plans" and
"programs" currently beia.; or about to be initiated.
Furthermore; the number of those statin.; the belief

that economics could not Dr should not be tan3ht be
the colle_;e level could be counted on the fin6o.rs
of two hands.
1.:;0T

"The findin3s indicate that the trend is toward a de
liberate desip which will include some economic na
terials and concepts appropriately throu3hout the curriculura from kinder.;arten throu;h the senior high
school. As such a pro,;ral.:, becomes operative in more
and :.;.ore school systems, the quality and depth. of

econolaic reasonin; and understandin; to be achieved
by an econotaics course in the 12th ;rade will mean
that an increasing number of Jur citizens will make
economic choices and decisions with more competence
and wiscl.u."3
Teacher trainin:; seemed to be a major constraint cm effective
AlthouL;h as encouka7,in;ly hir;h percentale
economics education.
teachers teachinj separate courses in econc.waics had a .:Iinor Jr major
in economics, still, rou3hly 50 per cent of these teachers: have had
11311J-11y 80 per cent
only two c311e,i;e economics courses, Jr less.
of teachers of othcr courses which include some economics have con
pleted two colle,N economics courses or less .4

"The most frequently mentioned problem faced by the
schDols in carryin,..; ,:,ut their hopes and plans

2.

for economic education is that of findin,.; teacheis
wh3 like the subject and can make it interestin3..
"Our main need is a qualified teacher" is the 'theme.
son,;' if the many who commented on this problera.."5

3. Objectives

The final product of the current research and development will
be the ECON 12 teqchin:; system. P: will have three parts or sub.
systems:
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1.

The ECON 12 course designed around specific behavioral and
experiential objectives and including both teacher and student
materials. Teacher materials include a lesson plan consisting
of carefully worked out model lessons for the complete course.

2.

Course evaluation instruments, for teacher and student, to determine the extent to which the course objectives have been
achieved.

3.

The teacher training program which includes 1) a training
course in the rationale and proper use of the ECON 12 course,
and 2) a teacher supervision procedure to aid teachers teach
in3 the ECON 12 course for the first time.

One of the primary objectives of the project has been to design
an adaptible course, that is, a course that will satisfy the demands
for teaching economics in mast high schools and which a school district can introduce with minimum administrative dislocation and
personnel stress. The adaptibility lies in three things:
1.

The model lessons are designed to give the teacher freedom to
adapt the course to his own needs.

2.

The units, and lessons within the units, are flexible. Adap
tations for 6-12 week units for Government and Problems course
can be made by eliminating a unit(s) or lessons within units.

3.

Although t*.sIsigned for twelfth .grade level, it can be tested

in and adapted for grades 911, and fur economics courses in
teacher and adult education.
In sum, the ECON 12 system is a major advance in salving the
problems of teaching economics to teenagers and adults with no previous knowledge of economics and with no particular initial aptitude or interest in the subject.

4. Cooperatin; Agencies

The project is being carried out in conjunction with the
three-year Developmental Economics Education Program (DEEP) grant
from the Joint Council on Economic Education to the Contra Costa
County Department of Education. The purpose of the County DEEP
project which began in September, 1964 is to develop a program in
Economics Education, K12.
The twelfth grade course being developed under H-153 is one part of this county program. Because of
this coordination of effort, the ECON 12 teaching system is being
tested in fifteen of the county's twentyone high schools. Most
of these high schools (as well as some others) expect to introduce
the course either wholly or in part as a permanent part of their
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social studies curriculum.

The Contra Costa County Project is part of the nation-wide
DEEP program sponsored by The Joint Council on Economic Education.
The Joint Council's objectives for the three year program (Septem
ber, 1954-67) are to initiate on -going programs in economics education in some thirty school districts throughout the country, to
encourage development of materials and evolving solutions to tea
cher training problems through these projects, and to disseminate
the worthwhile achievements of the DEEP projects.
The Contra Costa County Department if Education coordinates
curriculum research and teacher training of all interested school
districts in the county, and the Joint Council on Economics Educa .
tion aids in publicizing and disseminating economics education programs throughout the country. Needless to say, the ECON 12 project
benefits greatly from its association with the County Department of
Education and the Joint Council on Economics Education.

B.

ECON 12

-

A TEACHING SYSTEM

We have attempted to apply en;ineerin; principles to design.
ing and disseminating ECON 12. This means two things. First, the
Second, the
course and its dissemination is considered a system.
system is designed and developed by systematic procedures.

1. A Course as a System

A system is an entity which performs a set of specified. observable functions.
It is made up of interrelated components, with spe
cified, observable functions. Often these component parts can be
grouped into subsystems. The proper functioning of a system re
In
quires the proper functioning of all its parts or subsystems.
order to insure proper functioning, a system must be self-correct'
ing. This characteristic is achieved through internal feed-back
mechanisms through which errors can be detected. diagnosed and corrected without a breakdown in the system's performance. The ECON
12 system has two main functions: it is a course and teacher training program which enables most students to succeed in achieving the
course objectives; it is a practical solution to teaching economics
in high schools throughout the U.S. at the present time.
The ECON 12 system has three main parts, or subsystems, as des
cribed under Objectives:
The ECON 12 course,
2. Evaluation instruuents and procedures,
3. A teacher training program.
1.

2.

1

Course,Oesi,.!,u:

System Pesi.In Procedures

Systeras\deyi,;n procedures require the followin

steps:

1.

Specify the desired level of functionin3 of the system -(for a
course this means statin; the pneral educational objectives
in terus of observable student behavior) ..

2.

Spe'

3.

Desi ;n components which perform their function in the system.

4.

Design internal feedback to insure the continual functionin;
of the system.

5.

Test components and the system to determine the extent to which
assigned objectives are achieved.

6.

Redesi*,n and test until the system operates at the specified
or some other satisfactory level of performance.

7.

Test the system to state its leneral performance characteris
tics and the variations in performance levels under different

s "fy the required performance of the system's components
to insure effective operation of the system.

conditions.

The sequence of development activities for ECON 12 are as fol
lows:
1.

DeAssess the conditions under which learnin; takes place.
termine the interests, abilities and needs of students and
teachers, physical and social school environment.

2.

State educational objectives of the course which are consis
tent with these conditions of learnin;.

3.

List subject ccintent, skills, and attitudes students are to

I

learn.
4.

OrganizP these into a tentative course outline consistin:, of
units and lessons within units.

5.

Define the purpose of any given unit by statin.; general objec
tives of that unit, breakin3 clown the unit into lessons, and
statin; the ,3eneral purpose of each lesson.

5.

Design lessons by specifyin; behavioral objectives and learn
in

experiences, and designinz, the necessary teachinj, materials.
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.7.

7.

Test the course throu3h its trialHin a variety of schools and
classes. Evaluate course performance by testing student achieve
sent of behavioral objectives, teacher evaluation of lessons,
and evaluation of classroom activities by supervisors.

8.

Design a teacher training and supervision pro3ram.

9.

Revise lessons to conform to information learned in the trial
use of the course.

10.

Train teachers.

11.

Try out revised course and evaluate its effectiveness to spe
cify the characteristics of the completed system.
(If time
and money permit, additional revisions and trial uses of the
systems course can improve its effectiveness),

C.

THE ECON 12 COURSE:

CONTENT AND CHARACTERISTICS

1. General Course Objectives

After a careful study of the literature on economics education and discussions with leaders in economics education projects
throughout the country, with teachers and school administrators,
and with labor and business leaders, ,four general objectives far
a hi3h school economics course were.i'dentified:
Students should learn necessary information about the func
tioniri of the U.S. Economy to enable them to promote and protect
In particular, they must learn to
their own personal interests.
buy wisely, to sell their services astutely, to save and to invest
wisely, and to.nnderstand and make use of public and personal welfare pro3rams such as social security benefits, insurance programs,
and health and recreation facilities and services.
Students should be familiar with the function and services
rendered the public by certain importnt groups of economic insti
tutions, such as businesses, labor unions, banks and finance con.
panies. They should appreciate the benefits to the individual and
to society of the profit incentive system which is at the base of
our market economy.
Students should learn economic reasoning and institutional
faCts which will enable them to become responsible citizens who
vote on the basis of a logical evaluation of issues, who participate in politics as volunteers ar as professionals, and who devote

time to public service.

Students should bedome familiar with the types
problems stu
died by economists and the techniques or methodology of the disci
pline to (a) learn economics for economics' sake; (b) to create in
terest in the subject so that college bound students will take cc
onomics courses in college; (c) to learn the importance of economic
analysis and research in solving social and political problems.

Although course content is changing,5 an analysis of hl3h
school economics textbooks reveals that the traditional approach
to teaching economics has emphasized the points made in the first
two paragraphs above, has shown some concern for the pints in paragraph three, and has pretty much ignored the problems stated. in the
fourth paragraph: Textbooks and courses include units on economic
institutions, consumer economics, and current economic problems such
as the farm problem, labor-management relations, problems of international trade, automation, urban growth. New texts Are beginning
to study macigecOn6id problems c&ecorvonic growth and stability.
However, these problems are rarely designed ti be student centered.
Instead, they are given a drab textbook treatmentan objective
summary of the problem and of the various. solutions to the problem.
This "overview" coverage does not challen,,e the student to learn
about or try to study the rational solutions to the'problem.'

2. The Relation of Course Ortanization to the "Structure of the
Discipline"
The recommendations of the 1961 Task Force Report on Economic
Education were used to set the limits on the theoretical and empirical content to be covered in the course.
The TaSk Force Report recommended an almost complete coverage
of the subject matter of the discipline as well as training in economic reasoning. Although eventually it may be possible to design
an ecoilomics curriculum, K 12, which will provide students with
this bioad comprehension of the discipline, this objective seems
unattainable if the primary (perhaps only) introduction to economics
is throu3h the twelfth .grade course. For our purposes, it was necessary to reduce the recommended content to.some practical minimum
achievable by most classes and, at the same time, to desisn a course
which would achieve the main objectives sought by the Task Force
membersto develop students' economic powers of reasoning and to
enable students to learn the basic principles if operation of the
U.S. economic system.
After consultation with economist consultants and a review of
the classic studies on the nature of ecinumics, we produced a state-
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ment delimiting the boundaries of subject matter and summarizing.
the methodology basic to the science of economics. Concepts basic
to the structure of the discipline were isolated and their inter
relations stated, A definition of economics was constructed. which
would serve as a basis for determining; subject matter and forms of
inquiry to be included in the course. This description of the ECON
vereon.of the structure and significance of economics is briefly
:zitated in the introduction to Unit I (Appendix B) and in the student pro3rmmned instruction booklet which is part of Unit I, Lesson
7 (Appendix E). The content outlines for the seven lessons in Unit
I give the complete statement.
The conceptual framework of economics developed for use in de.
signing ECON 12 is an inte';ration of the work of Lionel Robbins and
Kenneth Boulding. It is an attempt to make more operational Professor Robbins' classic definition of economics: "the science which
studies human behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce
means which have alternative uses."7 This is an 0.1e3ant definition and it provides students with an important frame of reference
with which to enter into a study of economics. However, in an in-

troductory course it is important to describe some moreorless
definable area of study. Therefore, it is important to admit that
economists do tend
limit their area of inquiry to the study of
social organization to.carry out five basic economic activities:
production, exchane,e, consumption, saving, and investment.

The parts of the course related to the operation of the U.S.
market system are heavily influenced by the work of Oskar Lange on
the function of the price systen, Robert Dafrman on price theory,
and Richard Caves on industrial or3anization.8 The macroeconmics
section of the course attempts to make cmprehensible and vital the
influence of the Keynesian Revolution on the development of U.S.
monetary and fiscal policy by introducing students to the recent
work of the Councils of Economic Advisors to the President, of Robert Musgrave and of the staff of the Congressional Joint Economic
Committee.9
The conceptual framework of the ECON 12 course is one of many
orderings of basic economic concepts and ideas. Although there may
be differences in organization, there seems to be wide agreement
among economists on what constitutes the basic concepts and on the
nature of economics as a social science discipline
This consensus among economists is reflected in the current economics curriculum projects throu;hout the country. It is evident from a comparison of Unit 13f ECON 12 with the Senesh primary 3rades' social
studies course, and with the economics units being developed in the
Ohio Sta.p economics education project.10 These courses are all.
.complimentary to each other, even though they are independent projects for different grade levels, and each, emphasizes different aspects of economics.

3. Course Content and Organization
From the analysis .presented in the preceding two sections, it
seems apparent that,a course is needed which actually does prepare
most students to .become astute market participants, responsible and
rational voting citizens, and advocates of scientific solutions..to
social .problems.
The course should also be challenging enough to
college-bound students to encourage them to enroll in college economics courses.

We accepted these four objectives as the main reasons for
teaching economics; we accepted as valid the criticism of the traditional institutional appr)ach to teaching economics, and we made
the following decisions about the characteristics of ECON .12:
1.,

The course will be primarily a study of the U.S. economy.

2.

it will, be organized around the theoretical framework of the

discipline whichcan be used to study all problems ineconomics.
In particular, the course mill.emphasize the underly-.
ing principles which .affect market decisions, and the principles which determine growth and stability of an economy..
3.

Students, will study these basic principles by applying them
to concrete examples and problems through the use of increas7
ingly elaborate case studies in which students are supplied
the relevant data and learn to use the data to draw inferences
about the aspect of ,the economy being studies.

4.

Throughout the study of the U.S. economy, the focus will be
on the analysis of the relation between market forces and goy.ernment action in economic decision makin3 and in the
the economy.

5.

There will be no systematic study of economic institutions,
that is, no special units on labor unions, banking, corpora
tions, or farming. KnDwled3e about economic institutions will
come from examples and case studies chosen from a limited number of areas. These subject areas will be used throughout the
course and will be chosen accord..ng to two criteria:
to illus
trate the yperation of major economic institutions and major
economics in the world; and to inform students about economics
subjects in.which they have expressed an interest.

The present course outline is detailed in Appendix A. Trial
use of Units I and II this spring indicates that, for most classes,
this general organization is adequate. As presently organized, the
course is divided into ,three main units and three optional units..

(

The main units will require fifteen to eighteen weeks to complete,
and the optional units will be designed to require approximately
two weeks each.
The
last three units are optional in the sense
that they are not necessary to the main objectives of the course.
They are included to increase course coverage of subjects and to
provide fast classes with additional units -of study.
Unit I is a four-week unit desiL:ned to commit students to studying economics by alerting them to the importance of economic analysis, and to arouse their interest in the subject and uethuds.
Students are introduced to the basic conceptual framework employed
in the rest of the course:
the scarcity problem, the partial solution of scarcity through specialized production to increase resource productivity; the reliance of modern societies on money and
exchange; the or.3anizatiDn A economic activity as an economic system; the need to study the micro and macro aspects of this economic
organization; the existence of conflicts of economic interest in
society; the solution of conflicts through tradition, command and
market forces; and the use of rational procedures to form economic
policies.

Students relate
These concepts are introduced in simple form.
to each other arid apply them to simple concrete examples. The
unit gives a total picture of the scope of economics and furnishes
students with a basic vocabulary, a group of skills and a point of
In later units, these concepts and skills are
view about economics.
developed further through their application to increasingly more
complicated cases and economic problems.
the

In Unit II, which lasts six to eight weeks, students study the
interaction of market and government forces ti determine the allocation of scarce resources among alternative uses. After a brief
study of the theory of demand and supply and the operation of purely competitive and pure monopoly markets, students study and eval.
uate the efficiency of specific product and factor markets in the
From this first-hand study of the way competition works in
U.S.
given markets, students are given a chance to generalize.about the
nature and effectiveness of the U.S. market economy, and about the
effectiveness of government controlsiver markets.
Unit III lasts four to six weeks. In this unit students study
the interaction of market and government forces in determing changes in the aggregate level of income and employment, and the rate
of growth of the U.S. economy. The unit provides the theoretical
and institutional framework necessary to study the success o7 the
full em-.
U.S. economy in achieving three fundamental social goals:
ployment, a steadily increasing standard of living, and increasing
individual economic security and justice. Students will evaluate
controversial nati)nal economic policy issues in class. These ex
periences are designed to make students begin to develop a consistent set of personal values, and to start to form opinions about
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public economic pJlicies which are consistent with these values.
The three )ptional units ..;ive students an ipportunity to apply
their newly learned skills and knowled;e t) new problems; they,
therefore, can review the basic parts of the course.

Unit IV is a brief introduction to problems of international
the free trade ar;uments, and the structure of international monetary transactions. Unit V is a study Df the Russian economy:
resource allocation decisions in Russia, problems of Soviet
planners, the success of the economy in achievin; announced ,;oals,
and problems in cmparin; the U.S. and Soviet eclnomics, Unit VI
is a study of India, a developittj economy: the problems of identifyik; and describin; an underdeveloped economy, the specific problems confronting; India, India's planniw; procedures to encourage
economic ;r)wth, and the difficulties of achievim; 3rowth in India.
trade:

D.

COURSE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

1. Introduction

Teacher and student commitment to the successful completiDn
Jf the ECON 12 course are essential. Within the.capabilities Jf
ECON 12 staff, the course will eventually be desi;ned to necessitate student participation. This should maximize their success in
completinl learnin..; experiences and in achievitv; the course )bjectives.
It is, therefore, necessary to isolate the important characteristics of students and teachers which affect successful student learnin; and to desifln the course and lesson accordin,; to the
specific characteristics which brim; abut the required student
responses.
.

The process of isolatin; the relevant student and teacher
traits which affect successful learnin; is a major problem of educational research. We cannot hope f-)r complete information, but
we are basin,; curse desi ;n characteristics ..)n data we collect
about students and teachers.
2. Teacher Economics Trainin;, Experience, Interest and Ability
Information about teacher interest and abilities were based on
direct work with the 24 teachers who volunteered tD try out ECON 12
in Contra Costa County, from a country-wide survey of trainin3 and
interest in economics Df all Contra Costa County hiffi school social
studies teachers, and on the results of two recent national surveys
on the teachin,; of economics in hi;h schools.11

q ral
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A survey of all 216 high scho)1 social studies teachers in
Contra Costa County in the fall of 1964 revealed the followin; information about teacher economics trainins, experience and inter
est in teachin3 economics:

Per cent ,f teachers with fAlowin3 economics trainin3:

B.A. ,

M.A.
B.S.

Minor
6 units to less than a Minor
less than 6 units
Total
B.A,, B.S., in Bus. Adm.

0:4
5
9

52
34

103.4
1.8

Per cent of teachers who are teachin3 or have tau:Pt
7
economics in past five years
94
Per cent who approve of teachin economics
.

.

Our work with teachers su3lest both pOtive and ne3ative factors which must be taken into consideration in desi3nin3 the course.
On the plus side, we found that the teachers involved in the ECON 12
experiment:
1.

are adequately informed about current events and practical
(personal) economics;

2.

are adequately trained in ecmomics (the combination of workshop trainin:; and structured curse desi,p provides sufficient
economics back3round) i

3.

want student respect and are concerned about 3ood,teachin;;
they, therefore, are interested in tryin3 new, sensible teach.in t!,
ideas; and are equally quick in rejectin; strate3ies which
they cannot make work;

4.

are willin3 to accept help and direction from subject matter
and curriculum advisors, and, in fact, are often tio willin3
to accept leadership from others;

5.

are relatively patient about experimentin3 with the ECON 12
course.

1:

We have also fiund teacher limitations which we must take into account:
1.

The 3eneral lack of trainin; in economics means that teachers
make mistakes when they venture out AI; the ECON 12 content;
they are usually unable to desi3n successful lessons on dif
ficult c-_,ncepts,

s.,r

techniques if ar.:umentation and analysis.
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Furthermore, lack if f..)rmal trainin; makes it diificult.for
teachers ti)

,1::_;a1Lize an ec.)nJudc curse alone because they are un-

aware of the importance and subtleties of economic concepts,
of the complexity A economic pr)blems, and of the need for
the methods of ri.;orous economic analysis. This makes it Da.
possible for a teacher to determine the overall choice and
sequencin,; if content..
2.

Teachers have a United amount if time available for course
preparation, and many do not carrypon any serious personal
reading pro ;rare other than the readin; of newspapers and meg.
azines.

3.

Many teachers do not use student centered teaching strate;ies,
do not understand what they involve, and are United in their
ability tp chanc;e their customary teachin,; methods.

4.

5.

For many teachers, there is a deep and cynical dissatisfaction
with educati
aqd a!,,ut the v.asibility of reme.ly.

Teachers nay detach themselves from responsibility for effec,tive education of students.
It then becomes difficult for
them to experiment with or learn new teachin; methods which
require self -evaluation and objective dia,nosis of student
behavior.

3. Student Interest and Ability

Data un students have been obtaineA from the trial use by the
principal investigators of an early version of ECON 12 in two classes
last sprin3 (this exploratory teaching was reported in the ECON 12,
March 1965 Progress Report), observations of twelfth grade economics.classes,over the last two years, teaching and curriculum consultants' knowled;e of students, and a review of the literature on
the sociolo.y of the high school and classroom learning theories.12
This semester we are testin; student achievement in the trial
use of ECON 12. The analysis of these tests and of student actions
in class will provide much needed additional data .n which to base
assumptions about student ability and interests.
From the trial classes this sprin; we have observed seven conditions related to student needs, all of which must be thoroughly
explored and taken into account in the course desip:
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1.

Student teacher rapport is of basic importance for the successful use of nany student-centered teachin; strate;ies;

2.

The effect of variations in student ability and interest )n
the choice of appropriate subjects for study, for materials
used and teachin3 strate.3ies empliyed;

3.

Students are limited in willingness to accept new educational
methods; are dependent un curtain standard learnin; procedures,
such as reliance on a text and on learning; by bein3 told.

4.

It is questiinable how relevant economics is to the immediate
needs and interests of ,;raduatin hi.;11 school students.

5.

The extent to which their disaffection from it impatience with
school limits desi;nin a successful course;

6.

Students are uninformed about basic ecinomic concepts, and
their skills in rational thinkin!, is limited.

7.

Students are ambivalent about 3r)win; up; they want respect,
but they prefer play to work.

3'

4. Course Desi.m Characteristics and Operational Procedures*
This section describes the major characteristics of course desigi we are empliyin; to build in the necessary and sufficient conditions for student and teacher success with the course.
Full teacher commitment and participation depends on how well
students respond to the course, the extent to which the teacher ac
tivities fit the teacher's own style and personality and how completely the materials and or.;anizatim ease preparation and administration. In short, the course must enable the teacher to do a
::,00d job in the tine he has available.

1

1

F.A. students, movtivation and willin;ness t) wirk depends on
student interest in what they are learnin. F)r most students this
depends on their own evaluation of th, relevance of the study to
their current lives and to their future plans. A second factor is
student ability to succeed in learnin.; -their actual success, )r
their success in earnin; Joid ;rades. Finally, student participa
tin depends on their respect for the teacher and the course.
This respect depends on the respect and spirit of fair play shown
students in the course and by the teacher.
a. Course ,r,4anizatiin and objectives must be cimpletely and
clearly staled.
1.

The units and lessons within units must be identified and
placed in a su;Gested sequence;

* The material in the appendices provides examples if sust if the
>eneral statements in this secti)n.
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2.

The rati)nale for each lesson must be thorou;hly understood by
teachers.

The careful articulation of course structure and purpose e
lieves the inexperienced or inadequately trained teachers of
the task which he is least able to do uffectively himself.
Furthermore, if the rationale is sensible and clearly stated,
the teachdr will more likely be able to convey the importance
of the lesson to students.
The precise ststemeht of .Jr3anization is essential, even for
teachers who wish CD niter substantially the course objectives in
their adaptati,,n of it to their own classes. Before teachers can
alts c: the or;aaization, they must understand the rationale behind
the -:Isson or Jbjectives they Contemplate chan. in3.

b. Lessons must be flexible enou41 to allow teacher to develop
their own and student interests and abilities. This flexibility
can be achieved by allowin flexibility in lesson planninT, with re
spect to the choice of lernin.; experiences, materials and illustrative content.
1.

The lesson plan spells Alt lesson objectives and content.

2.

The materialsprovide alternate ways of achievin.; the experience and behavioral .)bjectives.

3.

Teachers can ch »se between different subjects to illustrate
the principles bein:; learned in 0 L;iven lesson, between varyde:;rees of individualized instructiJn and tital class activity, and between varyin;.; .de:;rees .f teacher or student

control of 3roup activities.
c.. The total teachin.; system must be desi-med to assure that
teachers will adapt the course successfully tD their own personality
and to the needs of their students. A teacher tr1inin3 course is
a necessary clapinent of the system. The fact that lessons are only
partially plannei in advz:.nce means that the success of the course
depends on the ability
teachers to complete the lesson desijns
Since the course is
and to develop their own tunchinL str :e3ies.
designed ariund recent theories of curriculum, tD d...; this plannin,;
teachers must be able L.) use new teaching techniques.

The requirement' A teacher "commitment to complete the lesson
desi3n and to carry
the teacher's function in the system, places
a treat burden for c)urse success in the teacher. It means that an
essential part A the teachin.; system is a required teacher train
in3 pro.gara. The-necessary-teacher trainin:;-mUst. be accomplished
throu3h a special in-service course desi3ned to commit teachers-to
successful teaching of the course, to familiarize them with the
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course structure and content and ti provide the time and experience
in desi;nin3 lessons and develipin3 effective feachin,; strate.;ies.

d. Curse and lesson .)r,anization should be desimed to facili
tate learnin; by careful sequencim; if activities.
There are at
least four kinds A sequencin in desilnin; a teachin; system:
(1) Sequence lessons anl lesson objectives to set up the
conditions if learnin; for subsequent lessons, so that students
will have acquired the prerequisite skills and information required
for any given lesson.
(2) Sequence lessons an,2 learning experiences to provide
students with continual and adequate reinforcement if, and practice
in, usin3 new skills and information.

(3) Design individual learnin3 experiences and lesson
materials so that the increments Hof new learnin; are not too treat
for students. Make sure that the required learnin3 is possible for
students at a riven point in the course.
(4) In desi3nin; this spiral course design, sequence content, objectives, and class activities ti pr.)vide a spiral learnin; of concepts, skills, factual information and attitudes.
(5) The sequencin; and tailoria3
learninl described
here may lead to some student dissatisfaction with what they are
learnin3 and how they aru bein; asked t) learn, particularly in
the early parts 3f the course. Try to alleviate student complaints
by continually inforministudents of the purpose and object of each
unit, lesson and learnin3 experience.

e. Course activities, subject matter and materials should interest students. There are two substantive parts of the course:
(1) The conceptual and methidolo!;ical framework

econ-

omics; and

(2) the application of this framework to specific real
world conditions and problems.
The necessity for substantial struct.Jrin3 of course objectives
derived from the need to teach students the framework of economic
analysis s) that they can apply it.
(1) The choice of applications of economic reasonin; is
not crucial, and, therefore, should be made t) conform to student
interests. Illustrations, case studies, and problems and class
activities sh)uld be chosen to interest students.
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(2) Materials should be in an Lam an style which is
is in harmony with the perceptiuns amd modes of cunnunication if
the teena ;er.

(3) These choices must be male accirdin3 to actual student preferences, n3t accJrdin,; t.) adult hunches about student pre.
ferences.
That is, they nust be based .n information collected
frjii students, under c'inditiuns in which they are relatively free
of adult diminati,n.
We are collectin this data this spTinj by
procedures described in Section H
f,. Variability of student interest aril needs must be recu:i
nized in desiinin, lessons and materials. Not nly is it necessary
.

to take avera;e student interest int.) c)nsi.:".etation,

it is equally

important tJ recinize the ;teat variati)ns of students in the
twelfth 3rade.
The importance of individual differences insists
the course be clesi.;ned to privide sime individualized instruction,

and should be, t) sme extent, student centered.
(1) When passible, use student-centered learnin;. Allow
students to choose what they study anl require then ti develop
their own pricedures for cmpletia; assijiments.
(2) Prepare materials which allow students ti chJise frio
a ;riup of case studies and problems, b )th individually and as a
total class.
(3) Use pri,;ratamed instruction to teach vocabulary, cimplicated principles, learnin; which requires students ti practice
the new skill, or to learn to make rather fine discriminations.
Pro:;rammed instructiin can relieve the teacher frin teachin,; dif
ficult material, can reduce class time taken for such learnin;,
and can allow students to learn difficult subjects at their iwn
Use if prJ;rammed instructions can improve the timin.; Jr
pace.
pacin.; of a lessun by reduciw,-; the time spent in troublesine, bum
really only moderately si4iificant, learnin11.*

(4) Limit the use uf tinecinsumin..; inductive learnin-;
sequences ti student disc ivory of the niist important ;eneralizations
in the course. Use pr ),;rammed instruction to ,let students to in
duce fur themselves )ther less important rules or neanin ;s if constudents derive the rule Jr
cepts by provicanJ examples from whit
concept.
J. Me :lia and teachin; stratejes should be chJsen and desi !sled
to maximize their effectiveness in achievin-, the course ibiectives.

(1) Desiln the course so that it can be completed by non.
readers uf averaJe intellijence.
(2) Include a text in the learnin; materials, but limit
its use ti summarizinJ what is to be Jr what has been learned.

* See Appendix F

Pri;rar! in C ,reparative AAvantaft.
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(3) Use a wide variety if media and teachim; strate;ies
to make the course more interesti; and ti provide ameans of than;in3 pace.
(4) In choisin3 the specific.media Jr teachil.v; strate_;y

in achievin. a .riven objective, choose the media Jr stratem which
is well suited for the assi,ped task (e.;., In Unit I, Lesson 5, we
use a four minute sin ;le concept film to shiw an animated circular
flow dia;rao. This model shiws the tine dimension of economic pr.,-

ductim and cnsuoption.)
(5) Experiment with usim; two Jr more madia tD:;ether (e.
In Unit II. Lessn 2 on models, a film and prJ:;ram are used to
3ether tp help students learn the functions )f mJdels in ecmomics).

.,DESCRIPTION OF LESSONS AND COURSE MATERIALS

1. Lesson Structure and Teacher's Lessin Plans

The lesson plan f)r each lesson provides the teacher with a
cimplete descriptiJn of the pur11)se, c)ntent, behaviiral iblectives,
learnin.; experience objectives, su;;ested sequence if learnin experiences, and the tati;e if correct answers to student assi,pments.

The ratimde f the lessonits imp)rtance t., the rest of the course
and the reasons for ch)isin; the particular )bjectives and learnis summarized in the statement if purpose and in
in;; experiences
a summary chart.

New evidence about how cimplete and closely structured lesson
plans should be has led to periodic chan.les in the c intent of the
lesson plans. Also, lesson plan format has been altered continu
ously frio lesson to lesson in :rder tJ incorporate more efficient
ways if describin; the lessin. All if the lessen plans fir Unit I
are hi;hly structured. NJt )nly are ;electives and content cimpletely
specified, but we .;ive a cmmplete sequence of class and hicaework
activities, and we describe a su;.;ested day-by-day procedure f.)1carryin; out these activities.
reco..;nize.the need
Our experience this sprin; has forced us
fir more flexible lessons. In Secti_m D4, above we described hiw
In this sectiin we will sumwe intend t) provide this flexibility.
marize the structurin.; if lessens and the lesson plans of the first
lessins in Unit I and II. We will then use this destest version
cription tr) illustrate the chan;es we intend ti make in lesson struc.
(Two sample less :n plans are included in Appendix D and E)
ture.

The Lesson Plan for a lesson is a statement if the lesson
structure and is made up if the fillowin.; parts:

-20Purpose of the Lesson. The purpose briefly outlines the main
behaviural and experience objectives )f the lessonthe knowledge,
skills, and attitudes which students are t) learn it work with.
This statement als) puts the lcss:m in perspective: it describes
its function in the Unit.
Content Outline. The content outline is a complete statement
in outline form of the principles and definitions of ecinomics to
Is is an orderin; of this inf.,rbe learned or used in the lesson,
mation based in the internal lojic 3f the subject matter, and is or
!nnized to emphasize the primary concepts 3r ,;eneralization if the
lesson.

Statement if Lin; 'term behavioral objectives. The c)urse is
designed to enable students to achieve a set if behavioral objectives which are tested in the course final examination )r in re'
We define behavioral objectives as
quired written exercises.
statements of required student performance of sime written task
and the conditiuns under which students perform the task.
The course ' behavioral objectives are assigned to individual
lessons, and ;fte impirtant object of each lesson is to insure that
the behaviial objectives assigned to that lesson are in fact achieved by the time students complete the lesson. The course behavioral objectives assigned to a liven lesson are called lonl-term
behavioral objectives.

The designation of these objectives as lon;-term does n )t imply that they are life-lon; ibjectives which will always remain
with the students. But these 'objectives are nit ,seneral 1,n.i'term
e.;., making students into rational decision makers and
objectives
Thu Lin; term 3sehaviiral course objecastute buyeru and voters)
tives describe a specific jr)up of stanClar.is if student perf irmance

which are cinsistent with, but by n) means identical ti these general
educational ibjectives. :ire hope that thriugh the achievement 1
behavioral objectives and by cimpletin,, the c:)urse learning; exper
iences, students will use the successful course experinece t) de
velop rational ecinimic decisiin Makin; behavior.
In Unit I most of th lonytem behavioral Jbjectives involve
relatively simple copitive skills such as recJ;nition if rules or
definitions and application if rules to ,siven examples. This is
because the main purpose )f Unit I is t) lay the ,groundwork for the
analysis of the later units. In Unit I students learn a vocabulary,
The
and they earn to apply this vocabulary to given situatiins.
economic reasoning performed by students in Unit. I provides them
with sortie initial practice in economic analysis, but in most cases
there are nri corresponding; lin.s.term behavioral objectives which
students must achieve in thrise lessons.
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Prerequisite Behavioral Objectives. The prerequisite objectives of a lesson are distinct frm the lon;-term objectives bePrerequisite ob
cause they are nut course behavioral objectives.
the students which are necessary to insure
jectives are actions
The prerequisite obthe achievement of the lungterm objectives.
jectives of a lessin support the lon_;-term objectives Jf the les
son, or if future lessons.
:).t-

An example )f the distinctim between prerequisite and lon:;term objectives will shuw the difference and the need for the disIn lesson I stucnts learn to define the condition of
tinction.
scarcity as an inequality. Scarcity exists if the amount of a
thin;; pepple want is ..;reater than the amunt readily available to
satisfy wants. Learnin3 this definiti,in accurding to sme criteria
of performance is a 1.Aci,;-L:!rm objective of the lesson. A prerequisite objective desi:;ned
assist in the learnin ..f the definition
as" an inequality is to require students to use inequality signs corStudents will not be
rectly in a series of cLly.braic expressions.
tested .gin the use of inequaliy si ;ns in the final examination, but
they will be tested -Al the definitiin of scarcity as an inequality.
Learnin:.; experience objecLearnin ; Experience Objectives.
tives are not behavioral objectives in the strict sense. A. learnir; experience objective describes the desired classroom or homework behavior (experience) of the individual student or a ,;r3up if
students in completinL; a given learning experience; it does not
state a criteria fir testing successful performance which will be
applied and recorded f,or each student.

Each lesson is desi,ped around both behavioral objectives and
learnin,; experience objectives. The learnin experince objectives
for a .0.ven lesson may aid stuents in achievin; the loa_;term beLavioral objectives of the lesson, )r they are directly related to
the general pUrp)se of the lesson.
objectives are still bein;
These distincti)ns between types
formulated, and, therefore, there are inconsistencies in the use of
these term in the less )n plans, In the first three lessons of Unit
I, n) cle r distinctie,n was made between learnia; experience objectives andriailiiMjjEtiv.2s, am! L. sons 4, 5 and 6, learnin; ex
Hmever, they are
perince ibjectives are not state!: separately
described in the lesson sequence and summary chart.
An example fr.:a 1.ss.)n 4 should illustrate the difference be.
an a behavioral objective.
In this lesson, students derive a procedure fir studying the Tsimshian eccinomy throu;h class discussion. After students a:;ree upon
a procedure, they app.yy it to the Tsimshian Indians. They read an
essay and use the procedure arrived at in class to complete a table
'summarizin; the main characteristics f the Tsimshian economy. The
tween a learnin.; el:purience
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teacher reviews the assi.:3nment in class t) make sure all students
have completed an acceptable summary analysis. There are two learn(1) Troup derivation of a procdure; (2) .apin.; experiences here:
plication of the procedure by each student individually. There is
nJ criterion'for testin3 each student's performance in (1) because
the activity is a group activity; in. (2) because even thou3h the
teacher can ;racle student work1 we don't include a prerequisite
lon3-terra objective in the lesson requirint; it. This is learnin3
experience objective of this lesson which supports behavioral objectives of later lessons.

This chart summariSummary Chart of Content and Objectives.
zes the relation between the major concepts or 3eneralizations )f
the lesson and the lon.3term, prerequisite and learnin experience
objectives. It also 3ives the rationale for the choice if prerequisite and experience _lb jec t iv e s
The lesson is made up of a sequence of learn.Lessen Sequence.
inL; expereincas employin,3 different teaching strategies and media.
The lesson sequence is a daybyday description ...)f a su,33ested pro-

cedure for teaching the lesson, ways of employing the strategies
and the media, and a detailed statement of the necessary information for completin; the lesson (incluclinli sample answers to all
questions or problems for students).
The Lesson Sequence Chart. This chart is a day -by-day summary
of the sequence if learnin; experiences. For each concept of ,3en
eralization of the lesson, the chart briefly describes what the
teacher does, what students do, the worksheet frames which apply to
the concept, the audio-visuals, the homewirk assipment, and the
method of .:valuating student participatim Jr performance.
The lesson plan Jr..;anizati.:in described here has been too re
strictive for. teachers ; they report that they like the careful

structurin.3 if content objectives; they like the summary chart describin; lesson rationale. But they do not want to be tied to a
fixed sequence of learnin;; experiences and a set class procedure
We are, therefore, experimentin-3 with new ways of .deto follow.
si3nin3 the lesson which substitutes a careful explanation ,of
lesson sequence. If the new,
learnin; experience objectives fur
less structured, -lesson plans work Out well, then the teachers'
manual will 'probably contain a special introductory section desarib
in3 teachin; strategies which can be employed and the conditions
under which they are useful.

2. AudioVisual Materials.
Audio-visual materials devel;ped for the course consist of the

1.

Overhead transparencies -- for presentin.; data and static models;
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2.

fur intr)ducin; less)ns, summarizin; material,
Film strips
and stimulatin-; student interest;

3.

Films -- for presentin.; dynamic models, fur summarizin; material,
and stimulatin3 student interest.

The project staff has produced three films:
1.

"Productiin" (8 minutes, s.)unl.cilor) presents an historical
survey of production specialization from primitive times td
This is the first part if an inductive learnitr,
the present.
sequence in which the students first describe the production
innivations shiwn in the film, next they describe the reas.ms
why productiin was increasej in each instance, an finally,
they induce the three main cate;iries Jf specializatiJn, i.e.,
division ')f labor, resource specializati)n and the use if
capital:

2.

"The Circular Flow Midel" (8 minutes, double loip, c:)1!)r) presents an animated circular flow mdel if an econJmy which shiws
the iperatim if the ecinomy as a constant process of priduc'
tin and cmsumption. This t'i introduced an inductive learn.
in; experience and the points to be induced are set forth in
Lesson 5 (Appendix D).

3.

"Model Man" (18 minutes, sound...c)lir) is a uniquely successful
attempt to communicate an abstract cJncept (the nature and use
of scientific models) throuth direct visual ima..les which are
reinfJrced by a sound track. This film is followed by a half.
hour pro3ram which reinforces the learnin frim the fiha and
prepares the students for a criteria test in the use of models.

3. Student Materials
Student worksheets are used t 7ir:;anize student activities f.:r
mJst lessons in the first test versi in (see LOSSJU 5, Appendix D).
)ne frame fr
The worksheet is Jr.sanized as a series ;f "frames"
They may
The frames vary in function.
each learnins experience.
do one ir ra_)re of the foll.min;:
1.

present infrmatiin;

2.

provide an )rderly firm fir takin; n,tes curin; classroom dis
cussion dr teacher lecture;

3.

provide questions Jr problems fJr a classroom learnin3 experience;

4.

instruct student in specificatiins and procedures for :;it
class pr ducts and homework assisnments,

of
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5.

include sequences of pro..;rammed instruction (micro projrams),

6.

present questions and problems which test behavioral objectives.

Because there is a need t) privide f:r ;reater flexibility in

the kind )f and sequence of learnin; experiences, less emphasis will
be placed Jn the mandatory use ,f student worksheets than heret)fore.
Pro Trammed Instruction B,Alets arc .me -half to Dne hour (de-

pendine, on the student) linear pro;rams which present difficult Jr
tediJus material in the most efficient possible way. They can be

used in the classrpom :Jr for h.:Imeubrk assi ;nments. These pro;.;raras

take the place of the text and ,:)f class tunrin,.; Jr lecturin:;.

They

have been very popular with both students and teachers, consequently,
increasin-, use will be made of them.

A Readings Book will contain short essays, short stories, and
statistical data which are used in the learnin,..; activities. Readinj,s ,n current events fr,m newspapers and periodicals available
in the schJ31 libbrary will also be used.
The Text will be short. It will be based on the content pre
sented in the content outlines of each lesson. The text is a sum
nary Jf the major points )f the lesson and may be used as an intro
duction to, r summary of, the lessjn, ,r both. At tines, the text
may be used as the primary learnin; device, but usually Jther materials will perf.)rra this function.
Tests and hz:--7rainatLins are all criteria test items of lon,.; term
or prerequisite behavi )ral objectives:
1.

End -of 'less .)n tests are self traded tests which enable the student
letermine for himself whether or not he has successfully completed the learnin; experience J f the lesson. In the
devel)praental sta:;es J f the project these tests are used t,
test the effectiveness of the less )n,

2.

En-ofunit tests test achievement ,f all the 1)n.;tenn )1)

jectives achieved by the end J f the unit; and any interim ob
jectives.which represent conclit.i.ms i.,r learnin; necessary for

Units II an .1 III.
3.

The final examination is a c.,nprehensive test clesir.med t.) de

terrine the success of students in achievin; all of the
term )bjectives of the c,urse. It will include bath multiple

choice and essay questions.

reQ
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES

1. Unit Design
f the course and its C aft
The first step in desi;nin.,, a unit
ponent lessons is t) state as succinctly as possible (500 words Jr
less) the Leneral purpsoe ,if the unit the kn.::wled..;e, skill and at
J f the unit. In stating these objectives, some
..;eneral s2ecifications sh-iuld be made ab.-)ut the means .if achievin;
specificatiins in terms of cate pries if
these objectives ( ie
Bloom's Taxonomy f Educational Objectives).
titude Jb ject ive s

,

These unit Jb jectives are then divided int-) specific less ins,
and first appriximatiin shirt statements if the liurpose of each lessin are made. After clear and concise statements of ;eneral objectives of the unit and of each lesson have been cinstructed, work
bef,ins in the lesson, startin; with the first lesson J f the unit and
As
workin,,, in each lesson in order if its appearance in the unit.
lessons are completed, the thjectives f the total unit and Df ,;iven
lessons change, and the statements of purp ise are continually al
tered to confirm to these chan;es. The number and order if lessons
may even chan-p.

2. Lesson

Desi

;n Procedures

pap dives a 3raphic presentation
The chart in the
procedure.
Black lines and arrows show the
of the lesson desi
sequence of the devel ipmental activites; red lines indicate feedback; rectan ,les outline producti )n sta ;es; jvals )utline evalua
tin steps. The chart shows three separate staves of less in devel

;enerates the Less in Plan. It be.;ins with the
Sta:p I
f :illoweci by a specification ;f
statement J f

(1) learnin; experience iLjectives (2) subject cin
tent iutline and (3) behaviiral objectives (13n ;tern
and prerequisite) and the criteria test )f these behav
ioral ibjectives ta:ether with its validatiin.
;enerates the atu.l.ent materials and the audi--i-visStage II
The desisi.as frra stave one are used t,
usal materials.
specify the lesson sequence and the desiin if the materials.

is the testin,; and evaluation sta,Y,e which deterSta;e III
mines whether further develipmental work is required ir
whether the less )n is ready for ceneral classriim use.

LESSON DESIGN PROCEDURE

PURPOSE OF LESSON

T .1/
LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
OBJECTIVES

/1`.1/<
LONG-TERM
B EHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES

FORMAL CONTENT
OUTLINE
(Logically organized)

Assumptions about
conditions of learning:
1. Student: present
knowledge/attitudes;
future needs.
2. Teacher: present
knowledge/attitudes;
futures needs.
3. Classroom constraints:
time; facilities; school
social environment.

PREREQUISITE
B EHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES

CRITERIA TEST

(CRITERIA TEST
VALIDATION
1)

LESSON SEQUENCE

(Content & class activities
psychologically organized)

TEACHER & STUDENT

MATERIALS

TRIAL CLASSROOM
ACTIVITY & HOMEWORK

CLASS OBSERVATION

TEST

PASS
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LESSON COMPLETED

FAIL
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In the followin.; descriptiin of course desi!n, the first seven
steps describe Sta3e I, the next twi steps describe Stake II, the
last step summarizes the testin;; and evaluation phase, Stale III.
Stac'e I
1.

Lesson desi:31 be.jins with the statement of the .;eneral purpose
of the lesson and assumptions about canditipns of lernin,;.

The procedures used to arrive at the lesson purpose and assumptions about the conditions of learnin; are described in earlier
sections if this report. The alteratiin of these assumptions
and of the purpose of the lesson throu;h classroom ibservation
and testin-; is indicated by the red feedback lines which lead
back ta the rectan:;10 labeled "assumptions about con'litionS if
learnin;."
2.

Usin; the purpose of the lesson as a 3uide, and within the con
straints of the assumptions about learnin.,-; c_nditins
the
content of the lesson is ir::anized in a ti3htly lo3ical sequence
and an outline of this content is prepared.

3.

Learnin; experience objectives are stated which relate to.bIth
the lesson content and behavioral objectives.

4.

Lon3-term behavioral objectives are specified which provide
standards far testin; the achievement of the purpose if the
lesson. The chart shows feedback 1J)ps between the purpise
Jf the bjectives if the lon;-term objectives ti show the hi:h
de;ree of interrelation between c)ntent and ibjectives.

5.

Prerequisite behavioral objectives are specified fita learnin;
experience and lon;.term behavioral Jbjectives. They are necessary to enable students to achieve the lesson loni;-term ob.
jectives, or they support the lesson learnirm experience Jbjec
tives.that is, they support the behaviJral objectives of fu
ture lessins in the c)urse.

6.

The criteria test 1.6 c.mposed if questins (to be answered in
writin; by students) which test achievement if all lon.;-term
and prerequisite behavioral .)b,ectives. The feedback loops be

I

I

tween the criteria test an'. . bjectives' b)xes are included Le .
cause inability t) construct an adequate criteria test item re
quires the elimination .f or than ;e in the behavi )ral Jbjec.
tives cirrespondin3
that test item.
7.

The test should be liven
a ;rJup if students before they
start the lesssm to find Jut what students already know. This
step permits us to check assumptiont about students' current
knJwlel;e and to eliminate unnecessary parts of the lesson.
On the basis if the new informatiin, learnin.; experiences, content, lonterm and prerequisite objectives are altered.
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(Because if the time .la; between lesson preparation and trial
has been sp shJrt, this step has n )t been carried out prior to
the first trial use A the lessJns.
We hope to do this sort
if testin; before lessons are revised.)

At the completion of step seven, the formal part A lesson deOnce the content, learnin; experience, lon;-term,
prerequisite objectives are specified and tested, the production
si,in is completed.

phase of desi.7,nin.; a sequence Jf learnin; experiences can be3in.
There is nD red feedback arrow from the lesson sequence.
This means
that prDblems if lesson sequence 1esip should ript alter the purpose
--content, Jr objectives if hhe lesson.

Sta

II

1.

Desiglins the lesson sequence involves c)nstructinj a sequence
of learnin; experiences which will allow students tJ achieve
the objectives of the lesson. Factors affectirm lesson sequence include student interest and knowled.;e, readiness tL'
participate or perform certain acts, and timin-_; for homewDrk
or library assipments.

2.

Desi,pin the teacher and student materials .;fives c,ncrete
form to the lesson. The feedback liop to the lesson sequence
is necessary because of the limits ,f the ingenuity of the project staff. If satisfactory materials cannot be developed for
a learnin; experienceor shpuld serendipity reveal a better
approachthen the sequence is altered.

Sta-re III
When all materials are preared, the lesson is tried out in
several classes. Evaluation is described in the next section.

includes class observatim by the teacher and a staff
supervisir, and the administratiin if the criteria test to students.
If the lesirel percents:le of students reach the criteria level on
the test, the less in desiln is satisfactiry. If the desired results
are not obtained, the data from evz..luation are used tJ alter the
)ri,-;inal assumptions about the conditions of learnin;, and the whole
process be_Lins a;ain.

The overall approach described here is an extensiin if the pr)'
cedures of pr.):;rammed instruction to the desiyi of a teacher con
trolled curse. The deliberate attempt to apply pr).;rammi, 'instruction desi.;n techniques has lud t,:

1
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1.

Specification .f the objectives if the course in terms if the
terminal behaviors expected _4 the successful student. Since
such objectives specify the observable actions which the stu
dent must perfprm to exhibit each aspect if proficiency, they
are measurable throuj: testin;. Test data provide the essen
tial "feedback" throu;h which a desi-;ner readjusts the erne
ponents of his system when results fall sh:)rt of what is desire 1;

2.

Divisi)n pf instruction into relatively small increments Jr
learnin; experiences, each of which should be completed suc
cessfully as a prerequisite to continuin; to the next step;

3.

A requirement if active participation by the student and frequent
feedback t.) bith student and instructor as t, the pro.;ress
bein; male;

4.

The emphasis in din;nosin,; student pro7;ress through objective
observation and analysis of student behavipr in class;

5.

Perhaps mist important of all, a continuin; emphasis :n stu
dent achievement as the ,-;)al if instruction.

3. Staff Requirements

The preoccupatiin with student needs has led to the use of a
relatively wide ran;e of resiurce persons. The lesi.;n if a teach"
in(; system requires the specialized skills if a team who work to
;ether to make major desij: decisions and work separately to carry
,out these decisions.
This point is best illustrated by
the
types of staff jibs and their functions:
1.

The proirammed instruction expert supervises the careful struc
turin; of the content, its division int, teachable increments
and the statement if behaviiral ibjectives. He also writes the
short pro.;rammed instruction b)klets used in the course and may
write Jr help with the worksheet frames.

2.

Aulii-visual it "media" consultants help determine the media
and teachin; strate;ies t, be i_mpliyed in each lesson, su;:test
practical sAutions t, technical media problems and provide information in the appr:priateness A the assumptions about conditions of learnin;.

3.

Graphic desi2;ners recommend media which enhances communication,
and desi:.;ta materials to perform a series of functions that aid
in creatin; learnin; readiness by interesting students in the
subject t.; be studied, and cit:unicate difficult abstract concepts visually rather than verbally.
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4.

Curriculum theorists aid in shaping course design, recummend
effective teaching, strategies, desi J1 specific teachin; stra
tegies, develop procedures for studyin; new teachin; strate
jies, and recommend teacher training procedures.

5.

Test cmstructors and measurements experts set up an effective and efficient means of testing the course durinl its
development, and design the testin.; system fir the completed
teaching system.

6.

Trained teacher supervisors are required to devise a praceJure for evaluatin.; teacher competence and supervisin; the
teachers involved in the trial. use of the course while it is
being devel)ped. They help desi;n the teacher trainin; sys
ten fur the completed teachin; system.

7.

Experienced teachers are part if the team frim the be;innin:;
of the project. They provide informatiun about students and
teachers, and they, therefore, advise on course and lesson
ubjectives and lesson design. They teach the curse during
the trial testing period, and they help revise lessons.

8.

Subject. matter specialists define the conceptual structure
of the course, supply illustratiins and problems for lesson
learning experiences, supply the lesson content outline, help
construct behavioral objectives, criteria test items and learning experience objectives.

9.

Professional writers write essays, text and scripts f;r films.

10.

The course designer organizes the project and has athorough
grasp of systems desijn procedure.

4. Trial Use aml Evaluation of the System
In the current trial use of the course we are making a syste
matic study )f teacher and student reactions to the course and to
economics as a subject
study.
We are also measurin,; student
achievement of course objectives.
This spriu; the course is bein:; tried in fifteen high schools
in Contra C.sta County. There are 44 classes, nineteen teachers
Teachin; conand approximately 2200 students invAyed in the test.
ditions vary fru class to class. The schools are located in dif
ferent kins of communities. Sane classes are elective, some are
required courses; some classes are devoting a full eighteen weeks
to economics and same less. There is variation in class size, and
some classes are hamogeneously ,;ruped, some are not.
Table 1 sum
marizes these variations in teaching conditions.
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Characteristics of ECON 12 Classes

TALLE I
TRIAL CLASSES IN ECON 12
SPRING, 1965, BY SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SCHOOLS

School
Location
Acalanes Union Hi..;11 School District
1

x

x

x

Y;nacio Valley Hi3h School: 1 section is a one-somester courro., an:: two are cue-quarter courses.
Three larje (120 students) arv:1 two small (22)

!

Lafayette 3
Acalanes
13
Orinaa
Miramonte
Antioch Unified School District
15
Antio.,:h
Antioch
Liberty Union Hi;h School District
Brentwod 11
Liberty Union
Mt. Diablo Unifie1 School District
4
Coacol:!.
Clayton Valley
Pleasant Iill 5
Coile ;e Park
retest Pitt!-!5uri 2
Pacifica
Pleasant 'dill !2
Pleasant Hill
13*
Concor!.1
Y-macio Valley
Unified School Districc.
Pitts'eur
'Pitts )ur'. 1 3
Pittstur
Richmond Unified School Pist.rict
12
El Sobran:e
De Anza
11
El Cerrit)
El Cerrito
11
Richmond
Ells
I/
Richmond
Richmond
San Ramon Unified School District
13**
Danville
San Ramon
*
**

.
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Student achievement is tested by examinations at the end of
if units, and of the course. To permit testin; and analysis of test results frim the total student populatiin, course be
havioral ibjectives are translated into multiple chJice questions.
Tests are scored and analyzed at the cJunty I.B.M. data processing
center. Analysis includes an item cunt j f the number of students
responding; to the four alternatives in each multiple choice ques
Lion, and an item analysis comparin; response patterns J f the top
and bottdm 27 per cent J f students. The item count provides an
analysis of the achievement ;if behavijral objectives by students,
and the item analysis identifies
or test ttems.
lessons

The test results will be analyzed by schools. classes and
teachers to cmpare the effect on student achivernent of variations
in quality j f teachin.;, class size, student ability .;roupin;s and
student socio-economic back.;riund.
MeasureLIant of Student Interest in and Evaluation of the
Course is Lein; oktained throu:th questionnaires administered to all
students at the end of Unit I and at the end of the course and
throu3h small xdup interviews with students.

The questionnaire at the end J f Unit I is multiple ch.oice to
permit computer analysis of results, and will be administreed to
all students. The questions are so desi:,ned that the students chiose
just one answer JUt Df four that best describes his iwn opinion.
Questions deal with ,-;eneral interest in the course, attitudes to
wards films, teacher's lectures, class discussions, worksheets, and
opinions on the value J f each specific lesson within Unit I. The
questionnaire was pre-tested on ten students chosen at random, from
three classes at Pittsbur3 Hi;11 School.
The final questionnaire incorporates the su z,estions
th ise students and if the examiners
.

Students will fill Jut the questimnaize in class, and it will
be discussed in class after students have comdleted it.
A similar,
but lon,;er, questionnaire will be riven at the end if the course.
The questionnaire results will 'x analyzed by school, classes
and teachers t'd compare the effect df student attitudes of differ
ent teachers, class size, student
;roupin3s and socio ecinomic beck..;r:_und.
The final analysis will present descriptive
statistics and summary statements for each .)f the fifty questions
for thetital pipulat ion and fir each cat:: ;ory.
Ti compensate for the inherent limitati )11
the multiple choice
type of questionnaire, interviews will Tie hell with small goups of
students friri different classes. A trained interviewer will interview at least five ;roups, each with five students. The members of
each group will be chosen _;rom )ne class. Grdups will be chosen
from cchdJls with differin; socio ecinomic environment and from
classes tau:_.;ht by teachers with differing teachinT, styles.

33Students will be chosen by their teacher; each .;roup will include
bJys and v;irls, differin_; student ability levels. But teachers
will be asked t) choose stuients wh, are able and willin; to express
themselves verbally.

The interview schedule will c)nsist of open ended questions.
The interviewer will be presented with a list of tipics tJ be c)v.
erect, but the formation of the actual questions will be left up t..)
the interviewer.
Wu assume that the actual questions will be f)r
mulated sj that they contribute t-) the established rappJrt.
The
interviewer will, using a cimplete set of stuZent and teacher materials, _;:o throuj) the course to ..;et a student's reponse to specific lessons. Interviews will be taped, and it is estimated that
the interview will take from thirty to forty-five minutes.
The interviews will be content .analyzed. The content catejories will be formulated from a random sample of the completed
interviews. TWJ coders will work Jr1 the sate ;.pry development,
strivin; for cate:;ories which incerparate all the interview materials.
Reliability checks between the two coders will be made before they
tackle the entire prJject.

The cate3ories devel,ped will not Ally describe the student's
attitudes but als, the opinions behind the attitudes. FJr example,
if the questiJn reads, "What d you think of the worksheet?", the
followin,; uay be possible catelories:
DJesn't like them because they are borin;
DJesn't like them because they are to) much work
D)esn't do them at home but waits till class the next day
Thinks they are a waste )f time

Answers may, of cJurse, be c)ded into as many cateories as neces.
sary.

Teacher Assessment.
Teachers evaluate each less , as they complete it, usin.; an
evaluation form desi;ned fir this purpose. They comment on (1) clarity A instructions, (2) their understandin; of and a3reement with
the purpose of the lesson (content. .nd .,bjectives), (3) the sequence
of learnin:, experiences, (4) success and failure (theirs and ,urs)
of learnin experiences, (5) the value of learnin:; experiences adde:1
Jr omitted, (6) where class discussi)n occurred and the character
and quality Jf the exchanN, (7) student reaction to prJrammed in.
struction and visual materials, and (8) indicate (accordimi to hi3h,
medium and low ability levels) student interest in each learnin;
activity.
Several special meetincs of teachers are bein,; held to enable
teachers to evaluate the course and less)ns. These discussions are
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led by the discussion leader chsoen from amon the teachers, and
The session lasts one hour and a
une teacher is the recorder.
At 04 'rid of the session the project staff are allowed to
half.
j)in the 3r)up to hear and diccuss the implications of the conclu

sims reached.
Teacher interviews will be held aurin3 the sprin;. In interview, a teacher will have an ipportunity to speak more freely about
his interest anti inv)lvement in ECON 12 and why and how the ECON 12
teachin3 method conflicts with his philosophy and style of teachin-3.

Evaluation Throu:h Class Observati)n by Su)ervisors ana Tae.1
RPcordin,s.

Classrom supervision of the course permits the project staff
to see for themselves how the course works, is the basis for evalua
tin; teachers' capabilities, and provides a testin3 around for the
development of a technique of supervision tailored to ECON 12.
To date we have used the IOTA (Instrument for the Observation
of Teachini; Activities)* evaluation procedure to evaluate the abilities of teachers. IOTA has allowed us to jul3e general teacher
ability (to permit analysis of student achievement) and to train
supervisors in 3eneral )bservation to enable them to identiy important teacher student interraction.
It is clear that no technique
that we now know is satisfactory in diajlosin; problems of teach"
in;; in developin;; effective teachin:; strate3ies for the course. We
will have to develop a technique :If teacher trainin3 supervision
that is adequate to prepare teachers to use the ECON 12 teachin3
approach.

made end transcribed
A limited number of audio tapes are
to examine classrom interaction aurin; certain import\ant learnin3 expereicces. These analyses sh3uld lead to descrfcpions
how, and under what conditions, _riven teae:A.n; strate.;fas are of
fective.

G.

TEACHER TRAINING

1. The Teacher Trainin4 Course

The stated objective of the project was to desiLn a course
which could be tau;ht by the avera;e social studies teacher. It is
becomin3 increasinjy clear that successful teachiw; will require
specific training in the use of ECON 12. The exception would be
the teacher who is well trained in econJmics and in new methods of

* Developed by Lucien B. Kinney, SLanford University, and Ruth
Bradley, Viola Owen and Eva Washin;tm, San Jose State C)11e6e.
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teachin; the social sciences.
Such a teacher might find the ECON
12 Teacher's Manual an adequate guide for teachin
the ECON 12
course. Our present best guess is that adequate preparation will
require a three to six week trainin,-; course, and perhaps one half
year of supervision.
L three .week workshop for teachers was held
last summer and another one is scheduled for this summer. These
workshops train and orient teachers who volunteer to test the
course, but they also provide a means of desi3nin!, and testing
Lkaacher training methods.
In teacher training courses the teachers. (1) study problems
of successful teachin,;, .ant: learn the teaching system basis of ECON
12 course design; (2) study the economics principles and methods
which are the basis of each lesson;
(3) study ECON 12 lessons
thDrou3hly by desiz,ning and teaching parts of lessons to the other
teachers or to high school students, and by criticizing the lesson
plan and the demonstrations...

The following outline describes the organization of a proposed
Teacher Training; Institute for the summer of 1967, a proposal fur
a Title 11, NDEA institute.
It suumarizes our current thinking
about the or:;anization of a teacher training proy.;ram.

A. Development and Use of Teachin; Systems (1 week)
The first week will be devoted to (1) the problems of teaching
social studies in the-high school:: (2) the theoretical basis of
teaching systems- -i.e., how teachin,; systems can help to solve these
problems, (3) the proper use of a teachin_; system.
The ECON 12

course will be usedas an explanatory model Of a teachin; system.
This one meek course will zive the participants an opportunity
to analyze their own cIaSsroOM prOWlems and to make tentative judg
ments as to how a teachin; system coull contribute to their solution.
The following questions will focus the discussions during this first
week:
1.

What are studefitSlike? PerSodatexperience will be matched
with recent studies and with the data collected by the ECON
12 project.

2.

What is a .;)id teacher? The class will view video tapes of
ECON 12 classes, disct.::c the tapes, and make tentative jud;meats. These judgments will douLtlessly he revised later
_luring the practicum because each teacher will have weekly
opportunity to present a portion if a lesson which will be
video taped and played back for immediate analysis.

36.

3.

What is a toad course?
a. What are necessary components of a 3ou1 course?

b. What is sound curriculum theory?
c. Huw specific and testable do objectives need to be?

d. Which teachin3 strategies are capable of creatin; the conditions necessary for learnint, and is there a need fur
multiple strategies?
e. How are Media designed for the messa3es they are'to carry;
haw are they best varied and sequenced; how are they made
interestint to the student?
f. What is the proper role of pratrammed instruction?
4.

What is the proper function of a teachint system, and how
must it be used to function properly?

Required Texts:
1.

Bruner, Jerome. The Process of Education. 1960, Vinta,se Book.

2.

Cram, David, Explaininl; "teachin2, machines" and Pro-trammin.,.

San Francisco: Fearon Publishers, 1961.
3.

Mater, Robert. Preparim; Objectives fur Pro-rammed Instruction.
Fearon, San Francisco, 1961

4.

McLuhan, Marshall.
Chapter 5.

Understandit: Media.

McGraw Hill, 1965,

Reserve Books:
1.

Bloom, Benjamin S. Taxonomy
Educational Objectives. Hand
bouk 1: Cognitive Domain. New York: McKay, 1956.

2.

Ga,:mei, Robert.

3.

The Conditions of Learnin.,.
Rinehart and Winston.

New York: Halt

Taba, Hilda. Curriculum Development; Theory and Practice.
York. Harcourt, Brace and World, 1962.

New

B. Economic Principles and Problems for Hilh School (4 weeks)
This course will be correlated with the Economics Education
Practicum. Burin.; weeks 2-5, the mornin3 sessions will be devoted
to lectures on economic theory and economic problems relevant to
the content of the ECON 12 course. The lessons containin3 this
material will be the subject of the afternoon practicum sessions.
ECON 12 is itself a principles course, so the participants will
(1) reserve a formal presentation of the theory, (2) be offered
an opportunity to discuss it in small -3roups, and (3) be required
to explicate the theory as it is treated in the ECON 12 course.
An example of the content of this principles course is indicated by the schedule for the first week which is devoted to a presentation of the theory necessary for Unit I.
An Introduction to Economics (5 days)
Mon(
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

scarcity and its solution
productivity and specialization
diminishin; returns
theory of comparative advantalle
alternative coats

Tuesdnv
1.

2.
3.

money and credit
financial institutions
basic vocabulary of economics

Wednesday.
1.

the idea of an economic system

2.

the :.licro .structure of an economy

a.
b.
c.
d.

basic economic activities
basic economic decisions
economic institutions
social forces affectin- economic activity and or3anisation

Thursday
1.

2.

the form-4 chan:cnristics of an economic system
the macrostructure of an economy
a. stJcks c.nd flows
b. economic c..;:,,reates defined

c. mecourin3 economic a;3re3ates
d. functional interdependencies between economic a3;re;;ates
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Friday
1.

2.
3.

4.

social values and economic ;oals
competin; ,;Jals and conflict resolutions
the uses of economics
a. pure research to increase economic knowledN
b. applied research ti improve economic policies
economics defined. a first approximation

The next three weeks will present the theory for Unit II:
micro-econimics; Unit 1I.macro-economics, and the optional units
(IV, V, VI) which are short units on comparative systems, economic
development and the international economy. The optional units recapitulate the the)ry presented in Units II and III; consequently
this portion of the course will constitute a review.

Biblioraphy
Required Texts:
1.

Burlinl, Robbins. "Maximation Theories and the S,:udy of Economic Anthropolo;y," in American Anthropolo4ist.

2.

Economic Rep.)rt of the President, 1966.
Printin:; Office, Washin.;ton, D.C.

3.

Robbins, Lionel. An Essay on the Nature and Si inificance of
Economic Science, London: MacMillan, 1952.

4.

Prentice .Hall Foundations of Modern Economics Series, 1954:

U.S. Government

Caves, Richard. American Industry: Structure, Conduct and Performance.

Dorfman, Robert, The Price System.
Dusenberry, James. Money and Cr .lit: Impact and Control.
Eckstein, OttJ. Public Finance.
Schultze, Charles, National Income Analysis.

Reserve Books:
1.

2.

Bouldin;, Kenneth. Principles A Economic Policy, PrenticeHall, Inc. 1958.
Economic Analysis.

Vol. I & II. Harper & Ruse, 1965.

3.

Keiser, Norman F., Economics; Analysis and Policy. Wiley, 1965

4.

Samuelson, Paul, Economics. McGraw Hill, 1965
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C. Ecinimics Education Practicum (5 weeks)
This course will J.ve the participants an intimate knowled;e
The units
if an practical trainirv; in the use .1 ECON 12 materials.
will be studied consecutively, and the lessons will be studied the
afternoon immediately followin; the related theoretical presentation
riven in the m)rnin.; session (Economics 113).
Each afternoon session will open with an analysis of the lesson
and the teachin.; stratejes t) be used; the class will then divide
into :roups of participants whose teachin,; problems are similar, 0.-;.
those who teach a colle3e-prep elective Dr those woo teach a low
stream required course. These small ;sups will be responsible for
alterin;; the basic lesson plan to fit the requirements if the roup.
Members if the _:roup will present sequences )f the lesson to other
If possible,, an
members if the :Troup for comment and criticism.
ICON 12 course or courses will be offered durin; the summer session
at two San Jose area hi;h schools and participants will be ;iven the
opportunity to observe and to teach in these classes.
There will also be a ee3ular proram of micro-teachin:; in class .
rooms equipped with video recorders and minitors. The 40 participants will be dividel into five ;riups of ei3ht teachers. One afterif each of the five weeks, a Troup will hold its practicum in
a video equipped classroim. These video sessions will last three
hours, so that every participant will have a weekly opportunity to
be taped while presentin_; a portion of one if the lessons. These
video taped presentatiins will then be played back for analysis and
Particularly effective sequences will be shown to the
evaluation.
whole ,Troup durin:_; special eveiin; critiques.

Required Texts
All if the ECON 12 teacher and student materials.

2. Teacher Supervision

Supervision of teachers in the test use if the course this
sprint has already been described. The information obtained from
classroom observation and from the analysis if audio tapes will enable the staff to be-;in to desi;n a procedure for supervisin; and
trainin3 teachers in the special methods of ECON 12.
There are several steps required t) desi3n an effective super .
(1) lesi;n ;ood teachin.; stratejies, (2) analyze
vision pro3ram:
the teacher student interaction involved in these strate-:;ies, (3)
observe teachers usin3 these strate;ies to identify what troubles
they have, (4) devise a method for directin; teachers in the use
..f stratem, (5) determine how much individual differences in
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teachin3 style must be taken into consideration in allowin:;.
flexibility in teachin:; stratejies, (6) devise a technique for helpin; teachers identify and develop their own effective teachin3 methods.

At present, we are in the exploratory stave. We are observ
classes to -vain an intuitive understanding of problems teachers
have in class, of learnin3 experiences which are most effective and
why.
in

H.

1. Desi

CONCLUSIONS:

SUMMARY OF PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

and Testin; if ECON 12

The first draft of Units I and II will be completed Burin;
the current semester, representin:; approximately onehalf of the
course. New lessons for these units and first draft versions of
Unit III and optiinal units will Le completed durin; fiscal 1967.
With the exception of the three films we produced (described
in section above), audio-visuals have been limited to film strips
and overhead transparancics. We have also limited our exploration
of complex learninr; experiences involvin; the construction of complicated .;ames.

The decision to limit the ran3e of materials and teachim; strate3ies arose from the need to establish the content behavioral and
experience objectives and the basic sequence of learnin_; before we
undertook comprehensive experimentation in new learnin3 instruments.
Once the basic structure of the ECON 12 system has been established,
it will then be p)ssible to experiment without allowin; the experiments to dictate that basic structure.
Units I and II are Lein,; tested this sprint; in fifteen hi.J1
schools in Contra Costa County. Results of this test will enable
us to evaluate the effectiveness of the first ,1raft versions of Units
I and II, summarize data on student and teacher reactions to Units I
and II and their 'opinions about how to improve or chan:;e the course,
and recur mend chan.;es in course )r;anization and lesson desi;n.

2. Applicability of Teachin; Systems and Systems Desi.,,n in Education

A major accomplishment of the project has been the application
of systems development procedures
the desi..;:i of the dCON 12 student course any' the ECON 12 teacher trainin; course.
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The systems approach to course desip is effective for two
reasons:
1.

When the ECON 12 teachin:, system is complete, the problems of
teacher training; and course dissemination will also have been
solved. Course desijn and dissemination are nut treated as
separate problems and projects. Instead, we desi3n a system
which will achieve stated educational )bjectives designed to
appeal to teachers and students, and which the average teacher
can use effectively if he has under.-,one the necessary train
inj. This requires that the lesson plans, course materials
and teacher trainin: programs must be designed and tested concurrently. Any alteration in the lesson structure may affect
the teacher traininj course by chanL;in3 its function in the
system. Tackling both projects to..lether allows a more rational
solution to course desijn and dissemination.

2.

Since the course is designed as a means to achieve specifically stated ends, any means which work will be employed.
This prajpatic criteria for desi3ninj lessons results in an
integration of different teachin3 strategies and media. A
wide variety of strategies and materials are used tojether
to brin'; about the desired learnin3. This experimentation involvin_i interrelated materials and teachin3 strategies will
eventually enable us to state a set of rules for using media
and teachin3 strate;ies which will state the functional relations between objectives and means to achieve objectives.
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COOOERATING AGENCIES AND FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO THE PROJECT
Contra Costa C)unty Department if Educatiin
The county departments of education in California are intermediate administrative agencies between the State Department if Education and the school districts in a 3iven county. Amon; ither
functions, the Ciunty Department of Elucation carries out or coir
dinates county-wide curriculum prijects and teacher trainin-; pro3rams, and the county iffice collects data on school operation for
the state. It alsi provides county teachers with a complete materials and curriculum library and operates an A-V materials center
for sch.nls in the county. Dr. Wi3..,ins is servin:, as a full-time
economist-consultant for the county for the threeear DEEP project.
Members if the county Department of Education staff serve in many
capacities to aid the work of ECON 12, and space, secretarial ser
vices and ither facilities are made available for ECON 12 staff.
The county office provides a central weetin3 place. County I.B.M.
data proceSsin; services are used tp analyze results of tests and
questionnaires administered to students.
Participatin; Hi41 Schools

The fifteen hi;h schools participating in the project provide
classes where course development can take place.
Hi;h school and
school district administrators have been extremely helpful and are
anxious t) encJura_;e teachers to participate in the ECON 12 experiment.
Next year schools in Fremont (Alameda Ciunty) and Campbell
(Santa Clara Ciunty) will also be testin; the course.
California State Department 3f Education

The State Lard of Educatiin has been encoura3in3 the expansion
of econpics .education and the introduction of a twelfth ;rade ec.
onomics course fir several years. Mr. Geor.ie Rihr is the State De
partment ,f Education has the major resp,nsibility for enciura:;in3
economics educatif,n, and he has been mist helpful as an advisor and
liason person.
In 1965 a statewide Social Sciences Study Committee was firmed
to make recommendations ,)n curriculum chan3e t..) the State Curriculum Commission. Mr. Charles Miody, the Executive Secretary of the
Social Sciences Study Committee, has shiwn much interest in the ECON
12 course and in the teachin; system approach to curriculum development.
State funds nay be available to test the ECON 12 course in
one schJ)1 district durin3 the 1956-67 academic year.
Dr. qi,;;ins serves on the econimics advisory panel of the
Statewide Social Sciences Study C,nmittee. This subcomuittee will
make reconmendati,ns in what economics skills and knowled;e stu
dents should learn in the K-12 curriculum, h.w economics mi;ht be
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included in the curriculum, and how to improve economics eciuc
m
3enerally. The ECON 12.teachin:; system will be altered to conl
insofar as possible, to the recimmendatiins of this subcoutaittee.

Northern California Council on Econimics Education
From the be3innin.; if work on ECON 12 we have worked closely
with Dr. Vernon Ouellette, the Executive Secretary of the Northern
California Council. Dr. Ouelette also serves as Coordinator -f
Economics Education Pr);rams for the Chancellor if the State Colle3e System.
Dr. Ouellette is if ,;reat assistance in coordinatin3
the work )f ECON 12 with idler econinics education pro ;raps in the
state.

Joint Council of Economics Education
The three-year Developmental Ecinomics Education Pr )._;ram of
which ECON 12 is a part has already been described:
Direct benefits
from ParticipatiJn in the DEEP pro ;ram include actual financial support Of the ECON 12 project throu;h the Contra Costa County ;rant.
In additon to this, the .;eneral Joint Council services and the services of several :f its staff are available ti ECON 12.
In particular, project staff consult with Dr. Jihn Maher on economics, Dr.
John Lawrence on teacher supervision, and Dr. Hulda Grobman on course
evaluation.

In addition to the benefits from participatin; in the DEEP
pro;ram, the Joint Council carries on other pro3rams which can aid
The Joint
ECON 12, particularly in the dissemination if the course.
Council has orlanized re,;ional councils throu:;hout the county sponsored by local funds. The Joint Ciuncil has initiated a new pro.:
3ram to build Economics Education Centers in colle;es and universilical economics
ties throulhout the country. These two , ;ruups
education ajencies will privide a way of institutin,_; disseminati'm
projrams'in those reions where there is a demand for ECON 12.

Sin Jose State Celle ;e

San Jose State Cille;e is the lar,;est and oldest if the Calif
ornia State Cille;es.
It is the 25t. larNst institution of hiiher educatim in the United States. Present enrollment is approximately 20,000 students. The cAle3c is the larest teacher trainin;
institution in the state.

The cille3e provides conputer services, an excellent library
in economics and education, and has c'operated in holdinj special
teacher trainin.; projrams fir ECON 12 teachers. The Economics
Department supports the work in econ.:mics education and provides
a :Troup if cmyetent ecininists t; consult on the project.
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This year an Economics Educati.,n Center is bein3 or.pnizei at
San Jose State. The Center will be in operation next fall and will
provide a campus or3anization thr)u...h which inservice trainini and
liason work with schools can be carried out.

University of Califirnia at Berkeley

f.

Althou_;h the project has no official cmnection with the University, we have benefited ,greatly from workin; in schools 1.)catel
cl.Jse to Berkeley. We have made ;reat use 3f the University lib
rary ant the audio-visual center
the Sch331 of Education. University faculty members frirn the Sqlool of Education and the Econ.
omics Department have consulted with project staff; and their ser
vices are a maj,r project resource.
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APPENDICES

A.

TENTATIVE COURSE OUTLINE

B.

INTRODUCTION TO UNIT I

C.

INTRODUCTION TO UNIT II

D.

SAMPLE LESSON:

LESSON 5, UNIT I

E.

SAMPLE LESSON:

LESSON 7, UNIT I

F.

SAMPLE PROGRAM:

LESSON 2, UNIT I, "COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE"

ECON 12:

TENTATIVE COURSE CONTENT OUTLINE

Unit I (6 Weeks)

Unit I introduces the student to basic social relationships studied
in economics and the framework of ideas economists use to study these
relationships .

Content

Learning Device

Lesson 1 - Scarcity
1. Scarcity defined as an inequality between culturally
based wants and physically
determined goods and services
available to satisfy these

filmstrip;
worksheet,
overhead transparency,
reading: Tolstoy

wants.

2. Why do the scarcity inequality exist.

No. of
Class Days
4

'How iluch Land Is
Enough":
E.N. Forster,
`Mr. Andrews"

3. The want-satisfaction chain;
wants, inputs, production, output, distribution, consumption,
satisfaction.
4. Why scarcity persists despite
great advantages in productivity
of resources.
5. Solutions to scarcity; economic and non-economic.

Specialization and the
Lesson 2
increase in resource productivity
1. The meaning and measurement
of production efficiency.
2. Types of specialization of production; product, process., capital.
3. Production functions and the
law of diminishing returns,.
4. How specialization increases
productivity
a. *absolute and comparative
advantage
b. division of labor

c. use of capital and round
about production
5. Calculation of alternative
costs.

program on productivity, film
showing
the evolution of increasing productivity through the use
of specialization,
worksheet, program
on comparative
advantage

5

-2
Lesson 3 - Exchange and the
role of money
1. Barter
2. Exchange ratios, or prices
in barter exchange.
3. Inefficiency of barter as
a means of exchange, and the
functions of money.
4. The qualities of money.
5. Expansion of markets and
the evolution of money from
commodities to paper claims.
6. Financial institutions
and types of credit.
7. The relation between money

worksheet and
class discussion

and credit.

Lesson 4 - -Economic Systems':
Economic organization of
society (Micro-economics)
1. Five basic economic activities! production, consumption,
exchange, saving, investment.
2. Economic institution::.

3. Four basic economic decisions! whe.t to produce, how to
produce, for whom to produce,
how much to produce.
4. Three social forces affecting the decision i:laki:!i; process:

essay and filmstrip on Tsimshian
Indians,
inductive learning
sequence to derive
a means of studying
an economy, comparison of the economic organization of
the U.S. & Tsimshian
societies;
overhead transparencies
of exchange diagrams

tradition, market, and errand.
5. Definition of economy as an
economic system.
6. Use of ey_hange diagrams to
describe an economic syste:a.

Lesson 5 - Macro ecc:-,cnics and

the Circular rlow aodol of the
U.S. Economy
1. Exchange diagram fcr the U.S.
Economy and Russian Economy The Circular Flow Diagram
2. Usefulness and limitations
of the diagram.
3. The need to study an economy
macro-econas a total system

essay on macro-economics
c
erLead transparencies
film
worksheet

omics.

4. A first model of the U.S.
economy

OP

7

3

LesSon 6 - Economic Goals
and Conflicts, Economic
Policy
1. Four basic economic goals;
freedom
progress
stability
justice
2. Conflict of interest in
the pursuit of economic goals.
3. Rational Decision making
to resolve conflicts of
interest.
4. Applied economics; the use
of economic analysis in forming economic policies in
business, unions, and govern-

readings,
worksheet,
class discussion

3

ment.

Lesson 7 - What is Economics?
1. Definition of economics
a) delimiting of subject
matter
b) description of methods
of economic analysis

program,

2

Lescon 8 - examination

Unit II

2

student essay

C,'-;)

The purpose of this unit is to describe how the American market system
allocates scarce resources and distributes income, and to investigate
the extent to which the system works in conformity with our national
To acconplish this objective, it is necessary for students to
goals.
understand the job prices perform in a purely competitive economy, the
(1.1fect of concentration of market power on prices and on resource allocation, the role of government in regulating markets and industries in
the U.S., and the effect of market forces and government actions on income and wealth distribution.
Content

Lesson 1 - Why are prices important? What do they do? How
do prices affect the allocation
of resources and the distribution of income?

Learning Device
readin3s,
class discussion,
worksheet problems

Class Days
2

-4
1.

A. price system as a cybernetic system,
).;eneril equilibrium model showing the
general effect of 'prices in a two commodity economy under alternative conditions.
a. planned economy with equal
distribution of output, no
money, no trading
b. planned economy with equal
distribution of lner-le, prices,
and free consumer choice,
c. market economy operating in
pure competition
d. market economy with one purely competitive market and
monopoly market

Lesson 2 - The use of models in
economic analysis
1. Models and abstraction
2. Model construction
3. Types of models for prediction,
explanation, idealization

film
program

Lesson 3 - Market Supply and
Demand
1. Defining a market
2. Market demand
3. Line graphs and demand curves
4. Elasticity of demand
5. Market supply

readings,
overhead
transparancieN,
worksheet

Lesson 4 - Price Determination and
the Laws of Supply and Demand
1. How prices are detetmined,
market demand and supply curve
model showing market equilibrium
2. Why and how do prices change?
The laws of supply and demand to
predict the direction of price

readings,
overhead
transparanciel,

5

works!7eet

changes.

Lesson 5 - The Moel of Perfect
Competition
1. The long-run effect of market competition on the allocation of resources: coot, price changes,
profits, entry of new firms

readings,
overhead
transparancies,
worksheet
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2

5

Lesson 6 - The Model of Perfect
Monopoly
1. The long-run effects of no competition on the allocation of
resources; costs, price changes,
profits, entry of new firms.
2. Comparison of the two

readings,
overhead
transparancies,
worksheet

2

Lesson 7 - Imperfectly competitive
markets, an introduction to the
study of Industrial Organization.
1. Classifying real industries
according to market structure
(supply and demand conditions):
a) market concentration
b) product differentiation
c) barriers to entry
d) growth in demand
e) price elasticity of

a program

2

demand

2. The relation between industry
competitive.practices and
market structure.

LesGon 8 - Three Industry Organization Case Studies: Aluminum,
Automobile Manufacture, and
Telephone Services.
1. Industry studies.
a. Analysis of industry structure
b. Student predictions about
major forms of competition.
c. Simulations requiring students
to make management decisions
under given market conditions
d. Discusslion of industry performance.

2. Comparison of structure, conduct
and performance of the three
industries to draw conclusions
about the nature of olj.gopoly
markets.

59

films, teacher
readings, overhead transparancies
of data, student
data packets on
industry structure

10

6

Lesson 9 - Government intervention in markets
1. Predictions about and evaluation of government interference in the three industries under study.
2. Conclusions on the effect of
government action on market
structure, conduct, and

small group
analysis of 3
industries;
class comparison
of the 3 cases,
conclusions,
summary readings

performance.

3. Summary of types of government interference
a. antitrust
b. public regulation
c. price supports
d. subsidies
e. licensing
f. tax relief

Lesson 10 - Examination

Lesson 11 - Income determination
in the U.S. Economy
1. Income distribution in a
purely competitive economy.
2. Imperfections in factor
markets.
a. impediments to labor
mobility
1) traditions and prejudices
2) labor unions
3) market concentration
in the product market
3. Statistical description of income distributions income distribution by factor group
classes, sex, social groups,
occupation, education, geographic
region, urban or rural.

2

3

worksheet
readings,
class discussion

overhead
projector

trmsparancies,
text

Go

7

Lesson 12 - Unions and Labor
Markets Case studies taken
from auto workers, schoolteachers,
construction workers, retail
clerks.

1. Small group study of market
structures, union organization, union practices.
2. Comparison of markets and
unions to reach generalization about the functions and
effectiveness of union
organization.

Readings,
small group case
studies,
class discussions
to compare markets
and reach conclusions

4

film

3

Lesson 13 - The poor in the U.S.
1. Statistical description of who
the poor are and how their
economic behavior differs
from the behavior of average
income earners.
2. Government programs related to
income distribution.
a. tax programs
b. government transfers
c. programs to increase
mobility and to train
manpower

readings,
worksheet

class reports

Unit III (4-6 weeks)

The purpose of this unit is to provide the necessary theoretical framework
and institutional facts to analyze the success of the American economy in
achieving three fundamental goals; full employment, a steadily increasing
standard of living, and increasing personal economic security.
Content

Learning Device

Class Days

Lesson 1 - historical record of
growth and stability of the U.S.

overhead projector,
readings

3

economy.
1. 100 year growth in national
wealth, GNP, and productivity.

worksheet

2. Statistical description of the
1930's depression, full employment budget analysis of the
1930's depression.
3. Use of index numbers to measure
price changes and to measure
aggregate statistics in real terms.

program
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8

Lesson 2 - Definition and measurement of the national income statis-

overhead projector,
program

2

tics

1. GNP and its components, I,S,C,F
2. National income and its components: wages and salaries, interest,
rent, profits.
3. Personal income
4. Disposable personal income

Lesson 3 - A model of national income
determination, its implications for
government policy.
1. The relation between consumption
and GNP, and the multiplier model.
2. National income determination the equilibrium process.
3. Discretionary counter cyclical
fiscal policy.
4. Automatic stabilizers to stabilize national income.

5

program film on
the national
income model,
worksheet with
problems using
the model discussion program

Lesson 4 - Examination

2

Lesson 5 - Monetary institutions
and monetary theory
1. Definition of money supply.
2. Multiple expansion of money
via the banks.
3. The effect of money supply
changes on the economy, use of

5

the MV =ET equation of exchange.

program
worksheet

program

4. Federal Reserve function in
controlling the supply of
money.
'

Lesson 6 - Fiscal and monetary
policies of the Eisenhower, Kennedy
and Johnsen administratior.3.

Lesson 7 - Current issues in fiscal
policy
1. Discretionary monetary nnd fiscal
policy versus automatic stabilizers.
2. Tax reform
3. National debt

readings taken
from Eccn Report
of the President
and other sources,
debate on effectiveness of policies

readings,
classroom discussion

Lesson 8 - The battle over automaticity: Can the economy turn
in a reliable performance by itself?

readings,
debate

Lesson 9 - Examination

5

2

Optional Units
The course is designed to permit the use of at least one of the units described
below in the event that a class completes the required units before the end of
the semester.
These units introduce new factual information to the students by
extending economic analysis to other countries.
They are further applications
of the theory learned in the earlier units of the course, and thus they provide
a test of the students' grasp of economic reasoning.

Unit IV - International Trade
It will take up the free trade
No work has been started on this unit as yet.
argument, and will be devoted primarily to problems in international exchange.

Unit V - Economic Development
Content

Learning Device

Lesson 1 - Comparison of production
and consumption patterns of advanced and underdeveloped countries.
1. Production: manufacturing and
agriculture.
a. manufacturing-small
modern sector cottage
industries
b. agriculture-technique
and capital intensity:
structure-small family
units and large plantations
2. Consumption: mass's level of
living as revealed in their diet,
housing, utilities, clothing,
schools and hospitals.
3. Overhead capital - especially
transport facilities.

Lesson 2 - Measurement and meaning
of economic indicators. Make
students participate in collecting
and relating data.

film or filmstrip

1

readings

1

worksileet
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Lesson 3 - Simple models showing
relations and key determinantth of
growth.
1. Calculation of per capita income,
given national income and popu-

worksheet

2

lecture

2

lation.

2. Impact of population growth on
level of per capita income.
3. Model of growth with given capital
output ratio, rate of savingsinvestment, population growth.
4. Extrapolations

Lesson 4 - Strategy of economic
development.
1. A theoretical summary of what
goes into production.
2. The supply and quality of
factors of production in underdeveloped countries.
a. supply of capital,including
over-head capital
b. supply atd quality of labor
c. technique: indigenous, and
that which can be borrowed
from advanced countries
d. supply of entrepreneurs
3. Need for planning, some. investment criteria.
.

reading

lecture

Lesson 5 - India's Five-Year Plan
(second Five-Year Plan 1956-60),
democratic-socialist in form
1. Use
2. Goals and priorities.
3. Strategy: public and private
sector, acqusition of resources,
(saving, foreign aid and
borrowing), allocation of resources, production.

reading,
worksheet

2

Lesson 6 - Accomplishment of India's
planning as compared with that of

discussion

2

China.

G

Unit VI - The Russian Economy

Work on this unit has been confined to a working paper (essay) describing the
micro-economic features of the Russian Economy.
The lesson will be devoted
to this investigation as well as to an analysis of the problems involved with
comparing the achievements of two economies as diverse in organization and
c.ie_Dals as the U.S. and U.S.S.R.

Unit VII - Economics and the Future

1.

2.

3.

Do the present structure and
growth trends of the American
economy indicate a need for
new social values - new kinds of
economic analysis?
What problems and possibilities
are being created by
a. automated production
b. greater income equalities
c. the decreasing relative
importance of the goods
producing sector and
rising relative importance of the service
sector of the economy?
Is the rise of a Duel Economy -private and public inevitable?

readings,
class analysis

and discussion
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ECON 12 - UNIT I: TEACHERS INTRODUCTION TO UNIT
ISSUED JAN. 1966
Objectives (All of these are long-run objectives of the course.
Because the following units will develop these objectives further,
few of these objectives will be fully achieved in Unit I.)
1.

Students
a set of
involves
involves

2.

Students must gain some initial facility in the use of these
concepts (recognition, discrimination, paraphrasing of definitions) and in relating one concept to another. The concepts are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
i.
j.

k.
1.
m.

n.
o.

3.

.

should understand that (1) economic analysis applies
basic concepts and their interrelationships to problems
economic scarcity; and (2) an analysis of an economy
an application of this conceptual framework.

wants
resources

scarcity of resources
economic activity to overcome scarcity; production, consumption, exchange, saving, investment
productivity
production specialization, types! product specialization,
division of labor, use of capital
comparative advantage
alternative cost
diminishing returns
markets
money
economic system (an economy), the structure of economic
institutions
economic decisions: what to produce, how to produce, how to
distribute output
economic goals:
security, freedom, justice, progress,
efficiency
conflict of interest

Students must learn a basic vocabulary, including the concepts
listed above, as well as some other commonly used words in
economics:
land, labor, capital. management, factors of
production, goods and services, _nput, output, firm, household,
income, wealth, assets, liabilities.
Students must learn the definition of economics. They should see
that to some extent we can discriminate between what is economics
and what is not, but that ultimately, economics is a way of looking
at social organization, anabstracting out of certain aspects of
the general activity of people (given examples of social activity,
students will choose those involving economic problems).

G6

For purposes of this course, economics is defined as the study of the
",economic organization" of society, that is, of the way production,
exchange, consumption, saving, investment are organized to overcome
scarcity. Economics is concerned with the decision-making process
which determines economic activity rather than with the activity
itself
Economics can be broken down into basic and applied research.
Basic research involves an analysis of the economic system:
1.

Microeconomics: Study of individual, production and consumption
units and of the whet , how, for whom decisions . It requires
observation of behavior of economic institutions and development
of theories regarding the behavior of these institutions.

2 .

Macroeconomics :
Study of the total system and of the determination
of aggregate income.' It requires measurement of aggregate statis-

tics

and a theory of aggregate income determination

.

Applied research involves solving problems related to decisions whicli
must be made by business, government or citizens; it relates to both
micro
and macroeconomics :
1.

1

Evaluation of the effectiveness known policies in achieving giv,2r.
obj ectives .

2.

5.

Invention of new solutions to economic problems

.

Students should recognize that rational decision making (careful choice)
is required to overcome scarcity. Students should be able to use a
rational decision making procedure which involves
1)
2)
3)

specification of objectives
specification of constraint s on achieving objectives
specification of alternative solutions
it) calculation of alternative costs of different solutions
5) choice of optimal alternative.

6.

Students should recognize that conflict of interest, which grows out of
the existence of scarcity, is a fact of life that they must learn to
adjust to.

7.

Students should recognize that the ap_ ropriateness of a policy or of
some given economic behavior depends on the goals and interests of the
person judging the- policy or the behavior.
The purpose of Unit I is outlined in the seven lessons of the unit:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Scarcity
Production
Exchange and money
Economic exchange systems
Circular flow
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- 3 6.
7.

Values, economic conflict and the role of economic institutions
in conflict resolution
A definition of economics

Each of the first six lessons is designed to present the student with
an aspect of the nature and scope of economics.
In lesson No. 7,
the student will draw together the material from these six lessons
and, with the aid of the teacher, induce a definition of economics.
Lesson No. 1 presents the central problem with which economics is
concerned and introduces the "want-satisfaction chain." This lesson
presents the basic economic activities of production and consumption
and begins to build a vocabulary of economic terms.
Lesson No. 2 presents an analysis of the principal solution to the
scarcity problem (specialized production) and elaborates this
analysis by introducing the concepts of the organization of production, diminishing returns, absolute and comparative advantage, and
alternative cost.
Lesson No. 3 expands the concept of specialization-with an analysis
of exchange (a product of specialized production) and the role of
money as a means of making exchange more efficient. Money provides
a group of specialized services which any developed economy must
have to function efficiently.
The existence of money creates the
possibility for separating the act of saving from the act of
investment.
Lesson No.

4 devefpps the concept of an economic system by presenting
a comparison of t#o economies, one primitive and the other our own.
The comparison provides (1) a basis for defining an economic system
and (2) a method for studying an economic system. The economic
system, or economy, of a society is (1) the total group of economic
institutions which carry on the basic economic activities and (2)
the exchange relations between these institutions. It is usually
possible to construct a diagram of these institutions and the
exchange relationships between them. Such a diagram is a useful
pedagogical tool to aid in explaining the economic organizatior of
a society and the basic economic interdependencies between institutions.
Lesson No. 5 begins with an inductive learning experience in which
the students derive an exchange diagram for the U. S. economy.

This is a circular flow diagram which describes the exchanges
between firms and families. This circular flow diagram is then
used as a basis for comparing the U. S. with the Tsimshian and the
Soviet economies.
This allows the student to expand the definition
of economics to include the study of the operation of an economy
as a complete system, i.e., macro-economics. Th'e circular flow
diagram is then converted into an animated model (8 min. film) of
the U. S. economy, which is used to explain the salient macroeconomic features of the economy.

6 extends the study of economic systems to an evaluation
of the efficiency of the system, that is, to a consideration of the
relation between the values or goals of the society and the economic
organization of the society.
The end objectives or goals of economic
economic progress,
activities are classified into five categories:
economic security, economic justice, economic freedom, and economic
efficiency.
For any one society some of these goals or values will
be more important than for another society. Because of scarcity
there.is no society whe:..e it is possible to satisfy all these goals.
The relatiye. dmportance of these goals is reflected in the economic
In this lesson students will compare the
structure of a society.
value system of the pre-Columbian Tsimshian Indians with that of our
own society and will study the relation of these values to the economic
organization of these two societies.
7,esson No.

.

This lesson also points to the existence of conflict of interest
(between individuals and groups in the society) over the use of
scarce resources and over the relative importance of conflicting
By referring back to the comparison between
goals for the society.
the Tsimshian and contemporary U. S. economies, students will learn
that conflicts of interest aro rcsolvt.:d tilrough market, government,
Through class debate on' the'superiority '
or traditional decisions.
of the Tsimshian versus the U. S. versus the Russian economy,
students will recognize that the judgment about "superiority" is a
value judgment and that a person's judgment can be "wrong" only if
there is inconsistency between his values and available economic data.
Lesson No. 7 begins with a micro-program which presents, in a formal
way, the definition of economics contained in the first six lessons.
The student is then given a series of mis-statements about economics,
which are common among adults. He will respond to these statements
and
in an essay, dialogue, or other written form, by pointing
correcting the errors.
Introductory. Reading for Teachers

The success of this unit rests with the teacher. It is very important
for the teacher to understand the rationale behind the organization
and design of lessons in order to test the effectiveness of the
unit in introducing students to the nature of economics. The following t,io essays are reproduced here to provide you with some back...
The first essay of
ground reading on the definition of economics.
economic literature is Lionel Robbins' "The Nature and Significance
of Economic Science." The second essay, which first appeared in the
American Anthropologist, is Robbins Butling's "Maximization TheOries
and, the, Study of Economic Anthropology." In order to avoid confusion
of names, it should be kept in mind that two men are involved, Lionel
Robbins and Robbins Burling.

r's
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Lionel Robbins' essay was written to establish the area of social
activity which constitutes the subject matter of economics and to
analyze the nature of the science.
The essay is now thirty-five
years old, but it remains the basis of most discussions on the
nature of economics.
It was written to challenge what Robbins
considered to be misconceptions about the nature of the economics
discipline. Until Robbins presented his analysis, most economists
believed (1) that the subject of economics was the material aspect
of man's existence; (2) that economics was concerned with the
achievement of "economic ends," and (3) that these ends could be
measured in absolute quantities.
Robbins analyzed each of these
propositions and concluded that economics is not limited to the
material aspect of man's existence, nor is it solely concerned with
purely "economic ends" which can be reduced to absolute quantities.
"Economics," he said,
is the science which studies human behavior
as a relationship between ends and scarce deans which have alternative uses."
In the three decades which intervened between the publication of
Robbins' book and the appearance of Burling's essay, many of the
misconceptions which Lionel Robbins had supposedly laid to rest
re appeared.

Bur2.ing once again examiffvls these misconceptions

and then proposes a mddol for the analyz4s of society which incorporates Robbins' definition of economics:, It is a general exchange model which interprets all social actions as exchanges
involving the matching of some means to ends.
The source of Bu....ling's interest in the theoretical founda-

tions of economics is the need of anthropologists for a
theoretical foundation for examining the economic activity
of societies at all levels of economic development. The growing
interest of anthropologists in this field arises from the manifold problems which newly developing societies are facing and
for which traditional economics has had no read:, answers.
Burling begins by stating five definitions of economics and
analyzing the implications of each definition. The definitions
(1) Economics deals with the material means to man's existare:
ence, (2)
Economics :studies the production, distribution and
consumption of goods and services (3)
Economics (when used by
anthropologists) treats in primitl,,e societies those areas of
life which economists study in ours, (4) Economics is the study
of systems of exchange, whatever the particular institutional
arrangements surrounding them may be, (5) Economics is the
studyof the allocation of scarce :,:eans to multiple objectives or,
more broadly, "the science which studies human behavior as a
relationship between ends and scarce means which have alternative
uses." (Robbins, p. 16)

Burling refutes the validity of the first four definitions
and presents a lucid argumentfor reaffirming the validity of
the fifth, as originally stated by Robbins.
He then enlarges
the application of economics, so defined, to include the study
of any social system or social sub-system designed to allocate
anything which is scarce, be it goods, services, love,prestige
or power,.
The model he introduces for this purpose is that of
a system of exchange. By viewing society as a system of
exchange in which men try to act so as to maximize satisfactions,
Burling presents us with a model which allows us to study any
group of societies on a comparative basis.
Thus the concept
of a socio-economic system enables us to analyze society as a
system of institutions devised by men to satisfy their psychological needs.
The social institutions, and the exchange
relationships which tie them together, form a structure which
can be studied in whole or in part.
A market economy can be
studied as a macro-structure which operates to generate some level
of national income, or it curl be studied in its parts. For example,
we can study the firm as an institution with a particular structure and, beyond that, a specific industry which also has a unique
structure.
Thus the concept of a socio-economic system is a
useful pedagogical tool for enlarging the student's comprehension of the meaning and use of economics.
In particular, this
exchange model can be used to analyze simple, pre-monetary
economies; such an analysis forms the basis for a comparison
with our own economic system and this model is used in Lesson
No. 4 on Economic Systems. Hopefully, the student will see
that our own socicp-economic system, with all of its complexities,
is simply the system we have developed to satisfy our unlimited
desires for goods, services, love, prestige and power.
Once the idea of an economy as a system is grasped, it should
not be difficult to bring the student to the realization that
the institution which dominates our system is the market and
that most of our desires or wants can only be satisfied if
we engage in market transactions. We must sell our services
in the market and satisfy most of our wants by purchases in the
market.
Indeed, the goods and services (as well as the love,
prestige and power) we command are often determined by the
skill with which we function in t:-e market.
Because the market dominates our socio-economic system, the
economic theory we must use for our own economy is principally
the theory of the market. Because a fully developed market
economy uses money, the function of prices in determining
how we allocate scarce resources is central to understanding
how our physical and psychological needs are satisfied.
The use of money also allows us to quantify the study of our
economy and to use the ideas of costs and profits to determine
whether or not we are efficient in allocating our scarce
resources.

7

If the student is able to move from the general idea of a
socio-economic system to the specific idea of a socio-economic
system based on the market, it should be possible for him to
avoid the misconception that economics is only the study of
what we buy and sell (dull stuff to most students).

Finally, there is one clarification which should help the
student better to understand the nature and purposes of
economics: when we use such terms as "economic activity"
or refer to an economic activity such as production, consumption, saving or investment, we are using abstract concepts.
These are useful and necessary words in any economic discourse
but the student should always keep in mind that there is no
purely economic activity, rather there is an economic aspectto general social activity, such as production; its economic aspect
might seem exclusive but it always has a social and political
aspect, perhaps even a religious aspect as well.

1

The phrase "economic activity," which will be used throughout
the course, is simply shorthand for "the economic aspect of
social activity." The economic concepts and models to be used
in the course are techniques of abstracting the economic aspect
of social activity.
They allow us to speak of economic activity
without having to concern ourselves with such things as political or religious questions. We should, however, make certain
the student doesn't take the theoretical concept or model for
reality and forget that these "economic activities" are imbedded
in the totality of our socio-economic system.
If the student can keep the distinctions presented in this
unit clearly in mind, he
a rather sophisticated observer
of society and will have an insight into the nature of society
and the nature of the intellectual tools which social scientists
have developed for studying society.

7fi2

ECON 12

INTRODUCTION TO UNIT II
Purpose of This Unit
A.

This unit is a careful study of how the U.S. Price System works to
allocate scarce resources among alternative uses to satisfy human
wants, and how well it works.

B.

Lessons in the Unit. Below is a list of lessons in the units, the
number of days lessbns should take and a list of materials.
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
C.

Lesson 1 - Definition and function of Price System, 2 days, student
readings.
Lesson 2 - Models in the Social Sciences, 2 days, movie, program.
Lesson 3 - Market supply and demand, 5 days, overhead transparancies,
readings(this is an essay on price theory which covers
the material in lessons 3-6), worksheet (this worksheet
covers lessons 3-6).
LessOn 4 - Price determination and the laws of supply and demand,
4 days, see above, overhead transparancies.
Lesson 5 - Model of Perfect Competition, 2 days.
Lesson 6 - Model of Pure Monopoly, 2 days.
Lesson 7 - Introduction to the study of Industry Organization,
2 days, program.
Lesson 8 - Three case studies, 2 weeks, overhead transparancies on
the aluminum industry, movie, readings, teacher essays,
student problems, program on public utility regulation.
Lesson 9 - Public Control of industry, 3 days, readings.

General Description of the lessons.

A study of how the price of a product is determined in a market,
and of how price changes affect resource allocation.
a. Lesson 3 shows how market demand and supply conditions affect
the price of a product and it shows the laws of supply and
demand operate to determine price changes.
b. We'present two models of how price of a product is determined
by the interraction of demand and supply in a market.
(1) for the case of perfect competition
(2) for the case of perfect monopoly
c. These two :extreme types of markets are compared to learn the
differences between production, prices and profits in the two
kinds of markets, and to compare the effect on the welfare of
consumers and producers of the 2 market types.

d. Lesson 2 of the unit is a short lesson on the use of models and
the scientific method. The purpose of this lesson is to convince students of the need for using models to describe the price
system and to increase their willingness to study the 2 models
we present.
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2.

A study of competition in actual markets in the U.S.
a. These lessons arc used to study how varied competitive
conditions really are in the U.S., how competition
actually works and how well it works in different industries.
b. The three industries chosen for close study - aluminum
manufacture, auto manufacture and telephone services are all closer to pure monopoly than to pure competition.
These industries are chosen because of the importance in
our economy of highly concentrated, mass production industries. Each industry illustrates a different group of
characteristics and problems to be solved.
e. In studying these industries, it is important for students
to understand that competitive conduct of firms in an
industry is determined by the market structure of the
industry - the conditions of supply and demand confronting
the firms. The performance of the industry - its efficiency
and ability to satisfy wants - depends on competitive conduct and therefore on the market structure.

3.

A study of government policies which regulate market competition,
and of the effectiveness of these policies in protecting public
welfare.
a. This is a study of two baSic policies and a, survey of a
group of others:
(1) basic policies: antitrust laws and public regulation
of business;
(2) other policies:subsidies, tariffs, government ownership,
government procurement, patents.

b. The government regulation and control over the three industries
are analyzed to provide illustrations for a brief discussion
of the effectiveness of government policies to control markets.
4.

D.

Student analysis of the effect of high concentration of market
power and of the major problem- of economic organization raised
by the existence of a large proportion of highly concentrated
industries.

Major Objectives of the Unit
1.

The lessons in this unit should provide students with two kinds
of intellectual experiences:
a. We hope that students can learn what market competition is
and what it means to compete by actually making business
decisions themselves.
In both the studies of the theoretical

F'-1 .4,
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models and in the case studies of real industries, the class
activities should be organized to get students to try to make
decisions as if they were the business executive faced with
a decision to be made under certain market conditions.
This roll playing has two advantages: Students start to get
a feeling for the need for rational decisions and start to
learn how to uaku them. Secondly, they start to understand
the excitement and the danger of the biggest gambling arena of
them all.
b. Students will get practice doing some cconcmic analysis by
manipulating models to draw conclusions about "ideal" market
conditions, and in using summa-ry data to or wad test hypotheses
about the conduct and performance of a particular industry..
2.

The unit should give students enough practical experience analyzing markets and enough informution to enable studlents to reach
certain conclusions about the U.S. market system:
a. Thera are many kinds of competitive conditions; the -,:ay firms
compete and tee affect of the competition depends on industry
market structure.

b. Oligopoly is a dominant market fool in the U.S., JO the price
P-r.ices do not always
mechanism is someJhat out of
chance as oftca cs they should,ond profits may be higher than
they would be under more competitive conditions.
c. The efficiency, of an ine.nstry's organization must be judged in
the light of market characteristic. Not all monopolies or
ere a natural
Most arc in:;
oligopolies are bad.
development due to tba onsteno.il of ecolouic.; of scale.

d. Government interference in markets is necessary'to prevent
businesses from oiono1,011.4;ing :aarkets and froLi pursuing policies
dol.ri:lecta2 to c..-ma..rr:, but ;Ietermining effective government
policius is very tricky .
e. Note of Cat ti:;.:

per2oc.t com..A.-tition and perfect
1. We use two theoretical
eZficitnoy (performance) of
monopoly - to stato and comp
the two extremes urrot types.
Tod provide a basis of comThey
parison whirr_ studying the efficiancy of a real industry.
are not studied becauso real mark(,;:s arc sunposed to operate or
Me two models are not models
do operate like t!:a model
for prediction or of pefection. They are idealized models which
allow one to predict ;.,eliavior under the "perfect" conditions.
When we mean by 'perfect" "complete" - perfect competition
means complete cr absolute freedom of entry into a market, and
a complete=ly standardized.product; perfect monopoly means a
market with one seller and no possibility of entry of a competitor.
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2. The theoretical analysis of these two model markets in
economics is like a laboratory experiment in the natural
sciences. It is the way economists study the effect on
competitive behavior of firms when market conditions are
given and known. The predictions of competitive actions
in the model world provide hypotheses about what happens
in real markets under somewhat different conditions.
3. Lesson 3 is a longish lesson using supply and demand curves
to show how prices are determined and how they change.
It's main
This lesson may be rough going for some classeS.
use is in getting students to understand:
(a) the meaning of demand and supply as functional relations
between price and quantity
(b) the meaning of demand and supply conditions - all the
other variables which affect quantity bought and sold.
(c) the meaning of price sensitivity of demand and supply
- elasticity of demand and supply. It is very important
for students to understand this idea and the easiest
If students can't underway is to shoW it on a graph.
We
stand graphs, obviously this isn't very helpful.
have tried to provide as much help as we can in simplifying this analysis, but you may want to ignore the
graphic analysis, and try'to cover these ideas without
the rigorous geometric treatment.
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LESSON NO. 5

THE CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL OF THE U.S. ECONOMY
5 DAYS

ISSUED FEB 1966

Table of Contents and Specifications
Instructor's Materials
1.
2.

4.
.

'6.

7.

9.

10.

Content Outline
Long-term Behavioral Objectives
Interim Behavioral Objectives
Summary Chart - Content and Objectives
Lesson.Sequence Chart
Lesson Sequence
Teacher's Guide to the Student Worksheet.
Overhead.transparencies.of the Circular Flow Diagram
Outline of information on the structure of the Russian-Er-arm
Film of the Animated Circular-Flow Model

.Eauipment Needed
1

1.I'Day 1, overhead-projeCtor, screen, grease pencil.
--Day 3, 16 mm. film projector and screen

Student Materials
-1.
2.

Lesson , Worksheet
..Sammary-e.ssay on macro-ecopomics_and the circula.t.-Licud-zoadelf.
the U.S. Economy.

LESSON 5

CONTENT OUTLINE

ECON 12 Unit I

Purpose of this Lesson:
(1) To derive an exchange diagram for the
U.S. economic system which describes the exchanges between the major
production and consumption institutions; (2) to use it as a basis
for comparing our economy with the Soviet Economy and the Tsimshian
Economy; (3) to expand the definition of economics to include a
study of the operation of the economy as a complete system; (4) to
demonstrate how the U.S. system operates through the use of a dynamic circular flow model of our economy.

Description of the Circular Flow Diagram
A.

General Summary
The circular flow diagram is a simplified model of a money exchange, industrialized economy which:
1.

2.

B.

Shows the major exchanges which geaerate income and output;
Explains the generation of aggregate income and output as a
continual circular flow of goods, services and money between
firms:and families.

The Circular Flow Diagram is a Diagram Summarizing Exchanges Between Producers and Consumers.
1.

As a diagram summarizing exchanges, it shows the relation between the two major economic institutions: firms and families.
a. firms purchase productive services from families, and
families purchase final output from firms
b. the exchanges are money exchange and can be shOWn by the
diagrams below

:
inputs
FIRMS
(Producers)

income

FAMILIES
(Consumers)
(factor owners)

(money)

FIRMS
(Producers)

revenue
(money)

outputs

FAMILIES
(Consumers)
factor owners)

2
C.

The two groups of institutions are completely interdependent.
Firms depend on families for the supply of factors of production
and for the purchase of theig ,utput. Families depend on firms
for their income and for the goods and services which satisfy
their wants.

D.

This relation or interdependence between firms and families is
circular:
inputs

income

'Si'
FAMILIES
(Consumers)
(Factor Onwers)

FIRMS
"Producers"
revenue
outputs

The money used to pay factor owners Is used by the families to
buy the output of Cie firms. The money circulates around the
system, back and forth between firms and families.
The same is
true for inputs and outputs. Inputs are transformed into outputs, which are used by families to generate new inputs.
2.

The diagram is called a circular flow diagram because these exchanges
There is a continuous
between firms and families go on all the time.
series of exchanges to generate a continuous flow of production. The
economy never stops going. People receive income at periodic intervals, but this is income they were earning while working. They receive income in lump sums at intervals for a flow of services they
provided between pay periods.
A.

Economists distinguish between quantities as either flows or
stocks:

(1) A quantity is defined as a flow if it measures a rate of activity; i.e., it measures. someting generated over time. Income of any sort is a flow, because it measures services of
inputs in some production process; income is earned for work
performed over time;.but it is zero at any. one point in time.
(2) A quantity is a stock if it measures a thing which exists at
soma point in time. Wealth is a stock because assets in
existence can be counted and valued at any given point in time.
An example will clarify this difference betWeen stocks and
flows. A firm produced 1600 pairs of shoes Valued at $10.00/
pair per day. It uses' 100 workers who are paid $3.00 /hour.

CO
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Production is at the rate of 200 shoes/hour. Production is
a flow. At the end of the day the firm has 1600 pairs of
shoes, a stock. Workers earn $2.00/hour, a flow. At the
end of the' day the worker has $16.00 in assets, a stock.

B.

3.

In the Circular Flow Diagram, the arrows denote the direction
of the flow of money or real things.

The circular flow diagram is often drawn to show factor and product,
markets. In the U.S., usually firms and families do not make exchanges directly. Instead, there are exchange institutions which
bring buyers and sellers together.
A.

Retailers buy from wholesalers (who buy from the producing firms)
and sell to families in product markets.

B.

Similar exchange institutions exist for the sale of the services
of factors of production in factor markets. We sell labor, sometimes with the help of labor unions and employment agencies. We
sell or lease land or buildings with the help of real estate
agencies or leasing companies.

inputs

/7Factor
Markets

inputs

income

Firms

Families

/1\

outputs

II.

wholesaler
spending

Product
Markets

family
spending

outputs

The Circular Flow Diagram and The Study of the Economy as a Total
Economic System ---- MACRO-ECONOMICS.
A.

The Economy as a total economic system.
1.

A system is "an orderly arrangement of parts, elements, etc.,
into a whole, especially such combination according to some
rational principle; ....Physiol. An assemblage of organic
structures composed of similar elements and combined for the
the nervous eystem. (Funk and Wagsame general functions:
nail's Standard College Dictionary).

4
2:

In order to fully understand a system, such as a watch, it is
necessary to understand
a) the functions of the system -- a watch tells time
b) how all the parts of the system serve these functions
what makes the system work.

3.

Economists consider the economy of a country a system of
economic institutions bound together through cooperation and
exchange.
a) the function of an economic system is to produce want
satisfying output from scarce resources
b) it is necessary to study the micro systems
economic institutions -- of the economy to learn how they serve the
general purpose of the economy.
c) it is necessary to study several questions related to the
performance of the total economy.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

how to measure total output and income;
what determines the level of GNP:
the relationship between total.income and total output;
determinants of the growth in GNP;
the relationship between GNP and components of GNP- investment and consumption' spending;
(6) how to measure the stock of total wealth.
(7) the determinants of the rate of growth on the total
wealth of an economy.

d) the questions listed above are the subject matter of macroeconomics. Macro-economics is that part of economic analysis
which deals with the study of the total economic system of
an economy.
B.

The circular flow diagram can he converted into an animated model
of the operation of the economy.
1.

A movie is provided with this lesson to present this animated
Or dynamic model of the economy.
The .circular flow diagram
described above can be thought of as astatic symbol of the
dynamic model in which the arroi-q stand for actual flows of
money or real things.

2.

This dynamic model of the economy shows:
a) more clearly than the diagram the circular flow of money and
real things;
b) how income and output are generated.
Output and income are
generated simultaneously. Factor owners receive income for
producing output.
c) the interdependence of income and output. Given "a" above,
then the total income generated for the society in a given
period of time depends on the productive services provided
by factor owners during that period.
The total output
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produced by the society for that period depends on inputs and on the willingness of the families to buy the
output.
In this model where families spend all they
earn and firms spend all revenue for new inputs, it
follows that income equals output for any given period
of time.
d) the relation between money flows and the flow of real
goods and services-produced. A money payment must match
People and
every bit of consumption and production.
firms receive money payments for what they produce.
A corollary to this is that all real production and all
productive services are valued in money terms.
(1) GNP = market value of final output
(2) National Income = market value of all productive services supplied.
III.

The Limitations of the Circular Flow Model
A.

Simplifying Assumptions. The diagram and model are based
on some assumptions about economic behavior.
1. All factors of production are privately owned by families.
2. All production occurs in firms.
3. Families spend everything they earn on consumption goods
and services. Savings = 0.
4. Firms produce only consumption goods and services.
Investment (I) = O.

B.

Institutions Omitted from the Model
1. There is no government
2. There are no financial institutions
3. There is no round-about production

C.

Limitations in Analysis
1. The model does not exp,lain how markets allocate scarce
resources. It does not explain how economic institutions make the 4 basic economic decisions.
2. The model does not explain or show economic growth. It
shows how aggregate income :rid output are generated, but
However, the model can
it does not show how they grow.
The
factors
which cause growth
be used to figure this out.
are the factors which one must assume are constant in
order to get a constant rate of operation of the model:
a. constant size and number of firms and families;
b. constant production, consumption, exchange patterns.

IV.

Generality of the Circular Flow Model
A.

The model describes any.industrailized, money exchange econThe only
It can even describe the Soviet Economy.
omy.
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changes needed to describe Russia are changes in labels to show
that firms are state-owned and that there is no property income flowing into households. These changes represent minor
changes in the diagram, but they represent major differences
in economic organization and in values. These differences betWeen the U.S. and Soviet economies do not show up until we
study the organization of economic activity.
B.

The model does not describe the Tsimshian economy, although
there are some similarities between the exchange diagrams for
the U.S. and Tsimshian economies. The differences:
1.

In the Tsimshian economy the exchanges are between selfsufficient local clan groups. In the U.S. and Russia,
they are between producing and consuming units.

2.

In the Tsimshian diagram the exchanges are barter or gift
exchanges. In the U.S. and Russia they are money exchanges.

LONG-TERM OBJECTIVES

Given a circular flow diagram, as shown in the Content Outline, the
student will be able to analyze and evaluate its significance in
describing a money exchange economy by performing the following tasks:
1.

Given examples of market institutions, correctly identifies them
as operating in either a factor or product market.

2.

Defines factor and product market in a written sentence as, respectively, a market in which the services of factors of production are sold, and a market inwhich final goods and services
are sold.

3.

From short descriptions of the exchange systems of four. economies,
list those which can be described by a circular flow diagram.

4.

From a list of characteristics (institutions, exchanges, economic
activities) of our economy, identify those items which are not
debtribed in the circular flow diagram.

5.

From a list of alternatives, correctly identify the main features
of tiw U.S. economy shown by the circular flow diagram. These
(a) specialization has created separate production and conare:
sumption. institutions;

(b) there are.two main types of exchanges between firms
and families;
(c) exchanges are money exchanges;
(d) total income equals total output for the whole economy
for some given -period of time;

e4
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the economy is in continuous and circular operation, so that any change in income is also
change in output;
one can measure income and output in either
real or money terms for any given period of
time, the output produced by firms is "equal"
to the firms.
6.

Student states in his own words why, for any given period
of time, nationr.1 inco,ne equals the GNP (market value of
output).
Answer: income earned for a given period and
output by firms for that period are both generated by the
same thing, production for that period. Since families
pay out all income on consumption spending, and since firms
pay out all revenue on inputs, GNP = National Income.

7.

Explain in writing why GNP and National Income of production
are measured in money units instead of in "real" units.

INTERIM OBJECTIVES

The student will:
Draw and label the circular flow diagram for the U.S.
1.
List atleast 10 characteristics of the U.S. economy not shown
2.
or accounted for in the diagram.
Draw a circular flow diagram for Russia and list difference between U.S. and Russian economies which are shown by the diagrams.
4.
List assumptions implicit in the circular flow moving model which
keep the system operating at a constant speed: firms and families have a constant size and number production, consumption and
exchange activities remain unchanged.
State in writing why the circular flow diagram or aminated model
5.
are useful for studying our economic system: because they describe the characteristics listed in long-term behavioral objective 5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

State in writing why the circular .low diagram is called a circular flow diagram: b.:!cause it shows the constant operation of
of economic
the economy as a never ending, regenerative cycle
activity which generates flows of real inputs and outputs and
money income.
Given alternatives, recognize the correct reason why it is essential to study an economy as a complete system: because it is
necessary to understand how the economy performs its basic function.
List the things which must be studies about the total economy
(See Content Outline II, A, 3c).
From alternatives, recognize the definition of micro-economics
as the study of the functioning of the total economic system.
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LESSON SEQUENCE

DAY 1

1.

Describe the purpose of thc,first parted the lesson:
to construct and analyze exchange diagrams for the U.S. and Russian
economies; to compare the exchange diagrams for the U.S., Russian and Tsimshian economies.

2.

Quickly (5 minutes) review information from Lesson 4 by asking
the class the following questions and by having students supply
answers orally.
A.

For the Tsimshian economy, what were the main exchange, and
between what economic institutions did these exchanges occur?

Answer: Potlatch exchanges between local clan groups, barter
between local clan groups.
B.

What are the main differences between the Tsimshian and U.S.
economies?
Answer; (1) Separate producing and consuming institutions
in U.S.

(2) Money and markets are very important in the U.S.
economy; tradition is important in the Tsimshian
economy;
(3) The U.S. economy is more dynamic, there is more
change and growth.
3.

Complete Frame 1 of the worksheet to derive a circular flow diagram.
In a class discussion ask students questions about the
U.S. economy from Frame 1 of the worksheet. Elicit class responses quickly.
These questions are easy to answer. Their main
purpose is to lend students to the information which will enable
students to construct the circular flow diagram.
Students should
answer your questions orally,..and write the correct answers in
the space provided in Freue 1.
A.

When you get to Part E, try to get students to develop the
circular flow diagram on their own. Either ask a willing
student to draw his suggested diagram on the board, or draw
the diagram yourself from instructions provided by students.

B.

For parts E- H, and I which ask students to draw diagram,
after you construct the diagrams, show the overhead transparencies of the diagram and ask students to copy it in the
space provided in the worksheet. You should try to complete
this frame by the end of the period.

Homework;

Worksheet, Frame 2

ft.
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DAY 2

1.

Derive an exchange diagram for the Soviet economy. (This is an
optional exercise. It's main purpose is to further reinforce
the meaning of the circular flow diagram by getting students
to figure out how to change it to make it describe another'industrial money ekchange economy. It is also useful as an.introduction to the study Of the Russian economy. However,:if
you feel students have a complete understanding of the circular
flow diagram, you may wart to eliminate, this exercise).
A.

B.

Ask students, as a class activity, to alter the circular
flow diagram for the U.S. to make it appropriate for the
Russian economy.
Students do not have enough information about the Russian.'
economy to do this assignment without help. We suggest
that you act as a resource person'to answer any student
questions which students need'answered in order for them
to collect the necessary information to complete the assign ment. 'InstrUct students that theY are to figure out the
changes in the diagram for themselves, that your only func
tion is eo'answer the necessary factual questibfis which
they, need to know in order to complete the assignment.
Instruct students to,ask questions' ,Sothat yod can answer
with 'd yes or nJ.
The purpose of this assignment is to
force students to frame the necessary questions which will
lead to a soIdtion of the problem.

To aid you in preparing for this activity, the attached outline on
the Russian economy is provided. (It is the outline which was provided in the summer workshop).
.

2.

.

C.

Instruct students to complege Frame 3 A and.B WhiCh summarize this activity.

D.

Use Part C of Frame 3 as a basis for a brief class discussion, and ask students to summarize the discussion by completing the frame in their worksheets.

Begin the second partOf:the lesson..-- the study of an economy
as a complete economiC-systoffi (macro= economics). Describe the
purpose of this part of the lesson:
A.

To expand the'lefinition of economics to include a study Of
the operatiOnofthe economy as a complete System;

B.

To convert the circular flow diagram into an animated'model
of the U.S. economy;

C.

To use this model to explain certain important features of
the U.S. economic system.

CI.
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3.

Conduct a lecture-discussion to justify the need for studying
the economy of a country as a total system:
A.

Review the conclusions of Lesson 4 -- about the procedure
for studying an economic system:
(1) Identify and describe the decision-making behavior and
economic activity of all major economic institutions;
(2) Describe the interdependence between these institutions,
the exchange system which ties the institutions together.

B.

"A system is an
Review the definition of the word system.
orderly arrangement of parts, elements, etc., into a whole;
especially such combination according to some rational
principle; ... Physiol. An assemblage of organic structures
composed of similar elements and combined for the same general functions: the neverous system.'' (From Funk and Wagnail's Text Edition of the Standard College Dictionary,
Harcourt, Brace and World).

C.

Point out that we have not yet considered the need to study
an economy as a totality, but that the circular flow diagram
does summarize the economy as a total system. Ask students
these questions:
(1) What conclusions can you draw about the functions of
our economy from studying the circular flow diagram?
Answer: Satisfy wants through the production, distribution and consumption of goods and services.
(2) Are these functions of any economic system? (That is
are these functions characteristic of all economies)?
Answer: Yes

4.

I1

This experience is inReview the meaning of the word system.
cluded to make sure that students understand the difference
between studying the economy in parts and studying it as a
Students must recognize that
total sysLem, one big totality.
in order to understand an econOL .c system one must understand
(1) the functions of the system, and (2) how the
two things:
parts of the system serve these functions.
Ask students to read the short discussion about systems at the
beginning of Frame 5. Then complete Frame 5 as a group activity
in class. The examples of systems given in Frame 5 are all
common systems with readily identifiable functions and parts.

1

Homework:

Complete Frame 4 and Frame 5 (any parts no completed
in class).
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DAY 3

1.

Review Frame 4 and any part of Frame 5 which students completed
as homework.

2.

Studying (the U.S. economy as a total. (macro) system.
A.

Ask students to suggest some of the questions which must
be answered in order to describe more fully the operation
of the total economic system of a country, and which represent a kind ef'analysis which is different from the study
of individual economic institutions (micro systems). You
want students to suggest areas of study related to macroeconomic theory, such as:
(1) What is the level of National output (Gross National'
Product)? That is, how do you measure GNP?
(2) What determines the level of GNP?
(3)'What is the relationship between GNP anci National'Income?
(4) What determines the growth or decline in GNP from one
year to the next?
(5) What is the relationship between GNP and total investment, totnl consumption?
(6) What is' the relation between GNP and the supply of money?
(7) What is the level of national wealth? That is, how do
you measure the total wcalth of the economy?
(8) What determines the rate of growth in the total wealth
of arre:onomy?

B.

The end objective of this activity is to come up with these
questions..-Try to get students to suggest them themselves.
If they do not or do not raise all of them, then state them
yourself.

C.

Ask student to Complete part A of Frame 6.

D.

As part of this activity discuss each question briefly. Try
to gtt students to answer these questions.
They should not
be able to, do very much, but ': is important that students
start to think about the general operation of the economic
system as a preparation for their viewing the circular
flow model film. You want students to become interested
in macro-economic questions to recognize the difficulty of
answering these questions with the tools and knowledge available to them, and to be ready to accept the need for some
sort of simplified, forma, abstract means of studying these
problems -- amodei of the economy.

E.

Define this area of economics as macro-economics (See Content
Outline' IIA, 3d).
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F.

3.

Point out that part of the difficulty in studying
macro-economics is that, unlike other systems -the car, the human
a house -- one can't see
the total economic system.
Ona can only observe the
part of it in which one is involved himself. In the
same way that one can see a human being without being
able to observe the functioning of its vital microsystems, so one could observe the U.S. economy from
a space ship without seeing how national output is
,generated and distributed.

A Model of the Economic System
A.

Introduce the movie of the circular flow model.
(The
purpose of the film is to provide an animated model of
the generation of national output). Explain that the
movie is a very simplified model of the operation of
the economy. Close observation of the model suggests
answers to some of the questions raised about macroeconomics.

B.

Instructions on viewing the film.
The film shows the
operation cf the model economy for three months, then
repeats the same thing over again to enable you to show
the movie twice without having to rewind it. Each complete showing lasts about four minutes.

(1) Tell students to observe the film carefully. Show
the film through the end of January and stop it.
Ask students to complete part B of Frame 6: name
and briefly describe all parts of the model. To
aid students, a drawing of the model is provided
on page 11 of the worksheet.
(2) Finish showing the film through once and stop the
projector. Instruct students to complete part C
of Frame 6: Write down all of their observations
Nrof movements of parts of the model. They should
be able to write these observations as the movie
is being shown.
4.

Class discussion of the operation of the movie model.
The
This class discussion should be brief as possible.
purpose is to pool the observations of the class, to make
sure that all students saw the important aspects of the model
A.

Ask students for their observations and write down the
correct observations on the chalk board. Ask students to
make corrections on their worksheet.

C.

For incorrect observations, try to get other students to
make corrections. Only accept observations of what was
in the movie. Do not accept any analysis of the model.

D.

If necessary, show the second loop of the film to clear
up any questions. This time you may want to carry on the
discussion as the film is shown.

Homework:

(

Ask students to try to apply what they observed in the
films to answer the, questions in Frame 7 to prepare
for the class discussion the next day.

DAY 4

1.

Analysis of the Circular Model to Describe Important Features of
the Operatien of the U.S. Economy.
A.

Show the film through again.

B.

In a class discussion ask students to re
Complete Frame 7.
view the questions stated in part A of Frrime 6 and repeated
in Frame 7. For e..ach question, after Elm class has "done a
satisfactory job or relating the question to the animated
model, ask someone to summarize the discussion. Write the
summary on the chalk board, and ask students to copy the
summary in the space provided in Frame 7. (Note: The typist
did not leave enough space for a complete answer in the work
sheet).

C.

The purpose of this discussion is to investigate which of
the questions can be answered with the aid of the circular
flow model, and to arrive at tentative answers. Use the
sample answers provided in the Teacher's Guide as a basis
for designing your classroom strategy.

The discussion will allow you to bring up two important is
sues which students usually have difficulty handling, but
which you should be able to wo.. through if students were
observant enough in viewing the movie:
(1) The distinction between stock and flow variables 'in econ
omics. (See Content Outline for an analysis, of these
terms).. Nat ional income theory or analysis is an analysis
of the determination of the flow of income. Theories of
economic growth are theories of what determines the growth
of the stock of wealth of an economy. It is important for
students to see that there are two important areas of
study; and the.t the variables involved are different in
One type of variable -- flow variables, such as
kind.

-
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income, production, consumption -- are measured by rates. The other
type of variable -- stock variables, such as wealth -- are measured
by real amounts.
(2)The meaning of a rate. National Income is measured as a rate of flow
of income earned in a particular period of time: e.g. $580 billion
dollars per year. The $580 does not actually exist.
It is the income generated by economic activity over a period of time.
It is a
The
rate
of
sum. The meaning of a rate is portrayed in the movie.
income gencratior. is the speed of the flow of the inner circle. The
measurement of the rate is the sum accumulated in the counter. The
sum is a way of quantifying
measuring -- the speed of the flow.
(In terms of the calculus, the r..ovie shows the relation between a
derivative and the intogral).
On the other hand, t:Le nucber used to measure a stock variable does
actually represent the amount of the thing which is in existence at.
some given point in time.
(3)

An understanding thAt 01q2 and National Income are flows, that therefore they can only be quantified by adding up the amount generated
over a period of tima.
GNP only
At any orc point in time, GNP = O.
has meaning as a rate per period of time.

(4) The constant operation of the economy. GNP is generated continuously.
The economy never stops, not even on Sunday!
A

(5)

The distinction between the real and money value of income or output.
In our economy, because all output and inputs are purchased for money,
it is possible and convenient to measure real things in money units
It is meaningless to
of measurement instead of in physical units.
measure GNP in physical units because total output is made up of so
But GNP can be measured in terms of the market
many different: things.
(mosey)value of what is produced.
The fact that ph::sioal things can be measured by their monetary value
makes it poesile for econemists to measure things. However, measuring
atentes problems too. Whenever the price of the
things in mone:y
thing changes, the volley maasurement of it also changes, This problem
is serious, an,.: the aCOLLliSt3 soluL-on is to deflate things measured
This last
in moncy units to elininte the effect of price changes,
At this point,
issue will no.: be tn.7.:-.:1-1 ui oncil Unit IT of the course.
it is important to take the opportunity presented by the film to get
students to see w:ly ecov.c.*:Ls meacure things in money units instead
of in physical unit:

Homework:

Complete Frame 1 anl 9,

DAY 5

L
1.

Review Frames B and 9.

2.

Go on to Lesson 6.
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LESSON NO. 5
CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL OF THE U.S. ECONOMY
LESSON SEQUENCE CHART

CONTENT

TEACHER

VISUAL

DAY 1

Exchange Diagram for the
U.S. economy

1. Review information from
lesson 4.

2. Fast paced question &
answer session to develop the circular flow
diagram, describe its
characteristics, show its
limitations, & provide'
students with practice in
drawing the diagram.

.

Use chalk board to develop the diagrams.
Use overhead transparencies as a guide
for students in completing the diagrams
on their worksheet.

DAY 2

Exchange diagram for
the Russian economy

Conduct an inquiry training
session in whici students
alter the circular flow diagram to make it apply to the
Russian Economy by asking
teacher for any information
on Russia necessary to complete the assignment.

Comparison of U.S. &
Russian Economies

Class discussion on similarities & differences between
Russian and U.S. economies.

The need to study an
economy as a total
economic system

1. Review conclusions from
Lesson 4 on how to study
an economy.
2. Review definition of
"systems" & complete Frame
5 in group discussion.

Chalk board to
develop exchange
diagram

WORKSHEET

HOMEWORK

Frame 1: questions related
to the development of the
-ircular flow diagram, an
exchange diagram for the
U.S. economy. Students
complete the frame on the
basis of class discussion.

Frame 2, worksheet

EVALUATION

Frame 2, worksheet

Frame 2: summary quiz
questions on the diagram

Frame 3: students draw
Russian diagram,
summarize comparison
of U.S. & Russian
economies.

Frame 4: short-answer
questions comparing
Tsimshian, Russian &
U.S. economies through
analysis of exchange

Frame 4

diagrams.

Frame 5: for five examples
of systems students must
identify parts of the
system & major functions
of the system.

Complete Frame 5

Frame 5

Lesson Sequence Chart (Continued)

CONTENT

TEACHER

VISUAL

Tries to elicit from
students some of the
major things to study
about an economy as a
whole.
Tries to get students
to answer these questions, and to see the

List on thalk board

DAY 3

nacro-Economic System
The major research questions
of Macro - economics, the

study of the econ,mic system
as a whole.

difficulty of afiswering them.

An animated Circular Flow
Model of an economy.

Show movie - en animated circular flow
model.
Students write observations about the
model's parts & operation in Frame 6.

DAY 4

Analysis of the Circular
Flow Model to:
1. show how to measure GNP
2. what determines the level
of GNP
3. the relation between GNP
& National Income
4. the relation between GNP
& Consumption -Tending

Leads a class discussion
in which students relate
the movie model to the
questions about the
economy as a whole in
Frame 7.

Discussion of vocabulary:
1. stock & flow variables
2. real & money measures of
goods & services
3. rates

Go sack over those
concepts which were
raised in completing
Frame 7, and help
students relate what
they saw in the film
to those concepts.
If necessary, show film
again.

DAY 5

Review Frames 8 and 9

4 minute movie of an
animated circular flow
model showing income
generation for 3 months.

WORKSHEET

HOMEWORK

Frame 6, A: Students
record list of major
issues involved in

Frame 6, A:

EVAULATION

macro - economics.

1.

Frame 6: write observations of the parts &
operation of the model.

Try to answer
questions in Frame 7
by applying observations about the movie
model.

Frame 7: provides space
tc summarize class
discussion on the the
relevance of the movie

model to seven questions
about micro-economics.

Frame 3: short questions
on important points
raised in day 4 class
discussion.

Frame 9: summary frame
testing student knowleige of the usefulness
and limitations of the
circular flow model.

Frame 8 and 9

Frame 8 and 9

End of lesson test
End of Unit test
End of course test

LESSON NO.

5

STUDENT WORKSHEET
CIRCULAR FLOW DIAGRAM AND MODEL

In this lesson you will do the following things to
further your understanding of the subject matter
and methodology of economics. You will :

1. derive an exchange diagram for the U.S. economic system called
the circular flow diagram (it describes the exchanges between the
major production and consumption units of the economy);

2. use the circular flow diagram as a basis for comparing our

economy with the Soviet economy and the Tsimshian economy;

3. expand the definition of economics to include a study of the
operation of the economy as a complete system;

4. see how the circular flow diagram can be converted into a model
of the U.S. economy;

5. learn to use this model to explain certain important features
of the U.S. economic system.
The following Frames will be used as homework and
classroom activities to help you develop your first
model of the U. S. economy.
FRAME 1
A.

Notes on Constructing an Exchange Diagram
for the U.S. Economy

What are the major U. S. economic institutions and what are
their functions ?

B.

What are the main exchanges between producing and consuming
institutions in the U. S. ?

S
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FRAME 1 - contd.
C.

Diagram these exchanges

D.

What do these two diagrams show about the dependence
between firms and families?

E.

Consolidate the two diagrams in "C" above into one diagram
which shows the circular dependence between firms and
families.
PRIVATE FIRMS

(Producers)

FAMILIES

(Consumers)
rs)
(factor owners)

F. This diagram is called a circular flow diagram.
(a) why circular?
(b) why flow?
G.

What exchanges are not shown in the circular flow diagram?

Lesson No.

5,

Student Worksheet
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FRAME 1 - contd
H.

Define: factor market.

I. Define: product.

J. Draw a circular flow diagram showing factor and product
markets.

K. Draw a circular flow diagram which includes the government.
PRIVATE
FIRMS

GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

CONSUMERS

Lesson No. 5, Student Worksheet
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FRAME 2
A.

How do you know from the diagram that thereis private property?

B.

How do you know from looking at the diagram that there is
production specialization?

C.

What are the major economic activities shown?
and

Which are missing ?

and

D.

What major economic institutions of the U. S. are missing from
the diagram ?
and

E.

What major exchanges between economic institutions are shown?
1.

2.

What major exchanges between economic institutions are
missing?
1.

2.
3.

F. Does the diagram clo the following ?

If so, exFilainhow.

1. Describe what .s produced.

2. Describe how goods and services are produced.
3. Describe how output is distributed.
4. Describe how much output is produced.

Lesson No. 5,

Student Worksheet
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FRAME 2 - contd.

G. Check the items below which are considered family income in
the circular flow diagram.
1. wages

2. income from selling your house

3. money received as a gift
4. Dividends from owning corporate stocks

5. rent income to the owner of a factory
6. money collected from an insurance policy

7. Store manager's salary
Why are the non-checked items not consideredincome?

H. For the items below, which are exchange institutions in either
a product or a factor market ? Write whether the institution
operates in a product or a factor market.
1. The Teamster's Union
2. Ford Motor Company

3. Your local Ford dealer
4. The local beer distributor
5. the Milkman

6. a Real Estate Agent

7. Farme r
8. an Employment Agency

Lesson No. 5, Student Worksheet
FRAME 3

Page 6

EXCHANGE DIAGRAM FOR THE SOVIET ECONOMY

A.

After the diagram is developed in class, copy the exchange diagram
for the Soviet economy in the space below. Make certain you copy
all labels correctly.

B.

List the major differences between the diagram for the U. S. and
the diagram for the Soviet economy.
1

1

C. Are these important differences ? Answer this by answering the
following questions:

1. In what sense are they important differences?

G. What are the important similarities between the U.S. and
Soviet economies?

1
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Student Worksheet

FRAME 4
COMPARISON OF EXCHANGE DIAGRAMS: THE U.S., SOVIET, AND
TSIMSHIAN ECONOMIES

This frame tests your understanding of the similarities and differences
between the U.S., Soviet, and Tsimshian economies that are revealed
by studying the exchange diagrams for these three economies. After
each of the following statements, write the name(s) of the economy(ies)
for which this is a true statement. Some statements are true for more
than one of the three economies.
1. Many exchanges are money exchanges.

2. Families receive profit as income.
3. Families receive labor income.
4. Most market exchanges are by barter.
5. Families own the factors of production.

6. Families are the major producers.

I

1110...

7. Families are the major consumers,
8. A family's income is its output.
9. A family's income is worth the same amount of money as its
output.

10. A family can rent land it owns for money income.

11. The families own the factories.
12. The people in the economy do not make a distinction between land,
labor, and capital as three separate factors of production.

13. Families buy most of the things which satisfy their wants.

7
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Student Worksheet
MACRO AND MICRO SYSTEMS

A system is a set of interzelated components which are organized
into a whole so that they perform specific functions. For example,
the automobile is a system of mechanical locomotion designed primarily
to transport human beings fro:,n one geographical spot to another. Most
complex systems are made up of many sub-systems which are necessary
to the perforvAnce of the general functions of the system. For example,
the automobile has as its syb-systems the carboration system, the
cooling system, and the electrical system. Each of these sub-systems
is composed of sub-systems; for example, the car's electrical system
has a system of distributing spark to the spark plugs, a system for
generating electricity, and a system, for storing electricity. On the
other hand, the automobile is a sub.system of the transportation system
which in turn is a sub-system of the economic system.
Whether or not we call something a system or a sub-system depends
upon our point of view. And in order to avoid confusion in terminology,

we will refer to a system as a macro - system (a large system), and a
sub-system as a micro - system (a small system). For example, if
we are interested in how the automobile functions in the total transportation system, then we would refer to the automobile as a micro-system.
On the other hand, if we are interested in how the automobile performs
the functions of transporting human beings between geographical points,
the automobile as a macro-system is the subject of our investigations.

For each of the following examples of a macro-system, list:
(1) its function or functions, .(2) the micro-systems of which
it is composed, (3) the function or functions of the microsystem.

MACRO
SYSTEM

A House

FUNCTION OF
MACRO-SYSTEM

MICRO
SYSTEM

FUNCTION OF
MICRO-SYSTEM

.
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FRAME 5 - CONTD.
MACRO
SYSTEM

FUNCTION OF
MACRO-SYSTEM

MICRO
SYSTEM

This

Course

The Federal Governme nt

Bell Telephone Co.

The U. S.
Economy

108

FUNCTION OF
MICRO-SYSTEM
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FRAME 6 - DESCRIPTION OF THE CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL OF AN
INDUSTRIALIZED MONEY EXCHANGE ECONOMIC SYSTEM
A.

Studying the U. S. Economy as a Complete Economic System

The class has just discussed aspects of the U. S. economy which
must be studied in order to explain the operation of the total
economic system. In the space provided below, state the questions about the economic system which were raised in class.
Things to study about the U. S. Economic System:

B.

List and give a brief description of all the parts of the circular
flow model presented in the movie in class.

C.

List and give a brief description of all the movements you see in
the circular flow model.

Zi

..

..
10
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FRAME 7 - MACRO-ECONOMIC QUESTIONS AND AN ANALYSIS OF
THE ANIMATED CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL

1.. After the class discussion is completed, summarize the discussion
of each of the following questions in the space provided below.
A.

What is the level of national output? (How do you measure GNP?)

B. What determines the level of GNP?

C. What is the relationship between national output (GNP) and
national income?

D. What determines the rate of growth or decline in GNP?

E. What is the relationship between national output and total
inve stment; total consumption spending ?

F. What is the level of national wealth?

G.

What determines the rate of growth intotal wealth?

.4!
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SUMMARY QUESTIONS ON THE CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL

FRAME 8

A.

The total of all income received by families in a given period of
time is the N

of the U.S.

I

for that time period.
B.

N

is the sum of wages and

I

C.

+ P

R

salaries + I

The total of all receipts of business firms from the sale of output
produced in a given period is G
P

D.

Why is it always necessary to state the amount of GNP as the amount
produced for a certain period of time?

E.

In the table below, list the value of GNP and National Income for
the three months shown in the movie.

Month

GNP

National
Income

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.

F.

In this circular flow model, why is National Income always equal
to GNP?

G.

In this circular flow model, what is the relationship between JNP,
total consumption spending, and total saving?

Lesson No. 5, Student Worksheet
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FRAME 8 (Continued)

H.

Economists distinguish between two types of quantities: stocks and
flows.
Define and give an example of each from the circular flow model.
A stock is

A flow is

I.

Flows are always measured as rates (or ratios), and the rate is a time
rate.

In the following examples, choose those items which are flows and restate them as rates.
a.

A business produced 5000 pairs of shoes in 1965.

b.

A business owed $50,000 to a bank at the end of
1965.

c.

On June 30, 1964 the XYZ Corporation sold
$1,000,000 new stock certificates.

d.

John Doe earned $500 in November, and $500
in December, 1965.

J.

In this circular flow model, what is the relation between the speed of
the inner circle and the number in the counters? And what does this
relationship have to do with measuring rates?

K.

In 1965 GNP for the year was something like $680 billion. Does this
mean that at the end of the year there existed, somewhere in the U.S.
$680 billion of income? Explain.

A 7:3

Lesson No. 5, Student Worksheet
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FRAME 8 (Continued)

L.

Explain why economists usually measure total income and total output
of an economy in money units rather than in the real quantities of
goods and services used or produced?

What is the disadvantage of measuring GNP and National Income in
dollar values?

Lesson No. 5, Student Worksheet
FRAME 9

A.

Page 16

LIMITATIONS OF THE CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL

This circular flow model explains the generation of: (check the correct
items)

a. GNP

b. total investment of the economy

_c. national wealth
d. the total amount of capital equipment in the economy
e. total saving in the economy
f. total consumption spending

___g. national income
B.

Which of the following kinds of general economic questions does this
circular flow model answer best?
(Choose one alternative)
a. what goods and services are produced
b. how scarce resources are allocated between businesses

_c. what determines the rate of generation of GNP
d. how fast the economy grows

e. the relation between GNP and National Income

C.

Summarize the usefulness and limitations of this circular flow model.

115
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7

WHAT IS ECONOMICS?
2 DAYS

Instructors' Materials

3.

Purpose of Lesson
CEatent Outline
F,:requisite Objectives

4.

Exp1/4:xience Objectives

5.

Summary Chart - Content and Objectives
Lesson Sequence Chart

1.

2.

6.

Student Materials

1.
2.

Program on the Definition of Economics
Questionnaire on SLudent Evaluation of Unit I

PURPOSE

The purpose of this final lesson in Unit I is to review the
previous six lessons and to enable students to learn a complete
definition of economics which they can write and defend. Students
are required to explain the four necessary parts of the definition,
to compare different correct definitions, distinguish economics
from the other social sciences, to describe the two major fields
of economics (macroeconomics and microeconomics), and to distinguish between the science of economics and practical economic
decision and policy making. Finally, students will be able to
use the definition of economics by analyzing some popular misconception of what economics is.

-3-

CONTENT OUTLINE

I. The Definition of Economics
A.
A definition of economics as a social science and which
establishes a frame of reference for studying economics.
1. Lionel Robbins defines economics as "the science which
studies human behavior as a relationship between ends
and scarce meant., which have alternative uses."
(p. 16,
The Nature and Silnificance of Economic Science.)
2. This definition sets forth the four principal characteristics of economics:
a.
"science." This means that econamics is a study
which uses the scientific method, a procedure which
involves the following steps:
(1) collection of data or observations about the
thing to be studied
(2) statement of hypotheses about the nature or
operation of the things being studied
(3) empirical or theoretical testing of the hypothesis.

b. "studies human behavior as a relationship." The fact
that economics studies human behavior makes it a social
science. Social sciences study group actions and
organization as well as individual behavior. This
phrase also implies that the science of economics is
not limited to some subgroup of human behavior from
one point of view.
c. "between ends and scarce means." The aspect of all
human behavior studied by economists is any behavior
which involves achieving ends when the means are scarce.
Economics is the study of human behavior related to
solving the scarcity problem, problems which arise
because wants are greater than the available resources
to satisfy these wants.
d

"which have alternative uses." Solving the scarcity
problem is complicated by the fact that there are
alternative uses for the scarce means (resources).
If the means were sca....e, but there was only one use
for each resource, it would then be easier to solve
scarcity. The resources available would completely
determine the possible outputs. The only problems to
be solved would be to decide how many resources to use
--how much to produce--and how to distribute the output--for whom to produce. The fact that there are
alternative uses for scarce resources means that people
must also decide what to produce and how to produce
these outputs.

;
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CONTENT OUTLINE
3.

B.

A restatement of Robbins' definition into plainer English
is, Economics is the social science which studies how people
decide between alterna:ive uses of scarce resources to satisfy
wants.

The Relations between this Definition of Economics and What has
been Learned About Economics in Lessons 1-6.
1. To get a firmer grasp on just what it is that economics studies
it is important to delimit the field of study so that a person
can distinguish between what is and what is not economics.
2. Because economists do not confine their study to some very
specific group of thiags, It is impossible to state a definition which is exact.
But it is useful to delimit the field
so that the student knows the group of things studied which
form ;:he core of the science at the present time.
3. For this purpose, it is useful to identify certain types of
human behavior which are primarily economic, and which are
therefore more often studied by economists. There are three
important kinds of social behavior which are important:
a. activities which are primarily economic in the sense
that they involve the use of scarce resources to
satisfy wants:
(1) production
(2) consumption
(3) exchange
(4) saving
(5) investment
b. decisions which are primarily economic in the sense that
they involve choices about how to allocate scarce resources
to satisfy wants:
(t) what to produce
(2) how to produce this output
(3) for whom to produce this output
(4) how much to produce in total
c. Economic organization. People organize into groups,
economic institutions, to make these decisions and to
carry out this activity. The total group of These economic institutions in a given society when studied together, is called the economy or economic system of
that society.
4. Economics is :he social science which studies the organization
of society to make decisions and carry out activities which
allocate scarce resrouces to satisfy human wants.
Economics
is the study of economies or economic systems.

C. The Relation between Economics and the Other Social Sciences
1. To get a still firmer grasp on what economics studies, it is
also important to be able to distinguish economics from the
other social sciences.

-5-

CONTENT OUTLINE
2. Just as it is impossible to stake out precise litits on what
edunomics studies, it is impossible to completely delimit the
area of the different social sciences. The disciplines overIf you can see in what ways they differ and in what ways
lap.
they overlap, you can get a clearer understanding of the subject
matter of economics.
3. S;:atements defining some other social sciences:
a. Anthropology is the study of the physical and cultural
characteristics of man, particularly of primitive man.
b. Political Science is the study of goVernment and political power (when political means the body politic).
c. Sociology is the study of society, the forms of groups
within society and the interaction of these groups with
one another.
II.

Major Parts of Economics
the way an economy is studied.
A. A division according
1. Microeconomics is the science which studies the individual
economic oxganizations (institutions) in a society, and the
relations between these individual organizations (institutions).
a. The institutions studied: major production, consumption.
exchange saving and investment institutions in the society.
In the U.S. this includes the family business firms
labor unions, financial institutions, government agencies
involved with taxation and government spending.
b. These institutions are studied in order to enable the
student to describe and predict how these organizations
make the three allocation decisions of who:: to produce,
how to produce and for whom to produce.
2.
Macroeconomics is the science which studies the operation of
the eurlomy as a total economic system. This study is primarily
an inquiry into what determines the total level of production at
one point in time and over time.
B. The Distinction Between Pure Economics and Applied EconoMics
1. Pure economics is the purely scientific part of economics
which is concerned with increasing knowledge about economic
systems, both from the point of view of microeconomics and of
Pure science deals with describin7. explaining
macroeconomics.
and predicting the thing bc ag studied.
a. pure economic analysis requires the use of methods which
are scientific, and requires the economist to study the
the subject objectively, with the end purpose of increasing
the body of economic knowledge.
b. pure research is judged according to its success in explaining and predicting.
2. Applied economics is lie use of economic knowledge to solve
practical economic problems. These problems usually require
achieve specific econeconomic policy decisions designed
omic goals.

-5-

CONTENT OUTLINE

a. Economic policy is defined as a plan of action or a
guide for making decision.
b. The procedures used in applied economics are ra::ional
decision making procedures which will yield a wise
decision statin3 the action to be pursued to achieve
some goal or goals.
c. Economic policies (applied economics) are judged by
their success in achievin3 :-.he intended goal(s).
The
test is pragmatic (does the policy work?).

PREREQUISITE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

All of the following behavioral objectives are prerequisite objectives (the new term for what were previously "interim" objectives).
There are no long-term behavioral objectives associated with ::his lesson because in later lessons students will learn more about all of the
distinctions made in this lesson.
1. Students will write a definition of economics which includes the
following parts:
(1) it is a social science (2) it studies human
behavior related to the scarcity problem--how to satisfy wants with
scarce resources
(3) the behavior studied are choices required
because there are alterna::ive uses of scarce resources.
2. Given :the definition of economics stated below, students will be
able to write an answer to the following questions about the definition.
The definition is, "Economics is the social science which
studies how people decide between alternative uses of scarce resources to satisfy wants."
a. Why is economics a science? Ans: because it is a study of
phenomena using the scientific mechod.
Students should
state the three parts of the procedure.
b. Why is economics a social science? Ans: because economics
is a study of human and group behavior.
It studies one
aspect of social organization.
c. How does economics differ from sociology when sociology is
defined as the study of society, the forms of groups within society and the interaction of these groups wi'M one
another? Ans: Economics is the study of economic decisions
of economic institutions, whereas sociology is a broader
study. It studies all groups of people,. and all aspects of
group activity.
d. Of the four basic economic decisiais (what, how, for WhOTA and
how nuch)
students can choose which would be eliminated if
if
there were no alternative uses of resources, that is
each resource had only one use. Ans: What and how.
e. From alternatives students can identify why economics involves a study of economic institutions.
Ans: because
these organizations make the major economic decisions.
f. Students recognize that economics is more concerned with
economic decisions than with economic activity.
g. Given an example of social organization or a social problem,
students identify which social sciences would study the organization or problem.
3. Given examf)les of hu:lan decisions such as the choice of a spouse,
of reli;;ion, of an Jccupation, or of a political candidate, students can identify the economic aspect of :he decision from a
group of alternatives. For example, Lhe lconomic aspect of
choosing a spouse involves the inability to choose more than one
spouse, the importance of his or her income earning or spending
capacity, the level of wealth.

-.8..PREREQUISUE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES
4. Given areas of micro and macro study in economics, students will
label them correctly.
For example:
a. How General Motors sets he price of new cars (micro)
b. How the Jones family spends its income (micro)
c. How raising personal income taxes will affect total consumer
spending (macro)
d. How union organized collective bargaining will affect wages
in the carpentry :trade (micro)
c. The way in which union organized collective bargaining has
affected.inflation in the last thirty years (macro)
f. Comparing labor productivity increases in the steel and
au.:o industries between 1930 and 1965 (micro)
5. Given examples of pure economic research and practical policy
problems, sudents distinguish between the two. For example:
a. studying the organization of the steel industry (# and size
of firms, what and how much each firm produces, etc.) pure
b. studying how much land should be devoted to state parks in
.

California, .pblicy

c. studying the need for additional legislation to further
limit monopoly power of large firms, policy
d. study of the laws which regulate the'electric power
industry, pure

-9EXPERIENCE OBJECTIVES
1. Read a short essay on the interelation of ecorioraics and other
social sciences and why these fields of study are considered
scientific.
2. Complete a program which gives students practice using what :hey
have learned about economics by requiring them to analyze examples.
3. Complete a questionnaire which asks for student opinions about
various aspects of Unit I.
4. Participate in a class discussion on the meaning, of economics and
the purpose and effectiveness of Unit I in 3iving students this
under s sanding

5. Write a paragraph or short essay (not to exceed 2JD words) discussing one of the following statements in the light of what the
students now know about economics:
a. Will studying economics help you balance the family checking account or stay within a budget?
b. Are you learning how to make money in the stock market?
or,
Can you tell me what stocks co buy?
c. Economics is not a science because economist's cannot carry
on experiements to ::est hypo':heses about economic activity .

d. Economists are all Socialists.

CONCEPT

Economics

...../

ESSENTIAL
MAT ZRIAL

Four parts:
science
social science
behaviar related
to scarcity
alternitive uses
of scarce resources

Distinc:ion between economics
and. other social
sciences

Distinction between micro and
macro economics

Distinc:ion between pare and
applied economics

4.1
16.11011611.11.
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REASON FOR

Same

To reinforce defini:ion.
and .o give s:uden;:s a
clearer idea of :he subject mat:er of econonics
and to give backgrouad
he social sciences

Summarize firs:: six
lessons, enable students to
define economics in -.heir
own words, and :o analyze
someone else's defini.:ion

Same

To reinforce definition
.o review lessons 4 & 5
and to prepare for Unil:s
II and III

in

Sane

Read essay and
complete a proclass
gram,
discussion

SUMMARY CHART - CONTENT AND OBJECTIVES
EXPERIENCE
PREREQUISITE
OBJECTIVES
OBJECTIVES

Define in writing
and answer questions
related :o the four

Given a social problem or an example of
social behavior,
identifies which
social science(s)
is (are) involved

Given examples of
micro and macro
study problems,
identifies which
is micro and which
is macro
Given examples of
pure and applied
economics. identifies which is
which

To reinforce definition,
to Set sZudents to see The
difference ne':ween economics
as a discipline and personal or practical behavior
ta review lesson 5 and prepare for critical analysis
of economic policies in
later unfts

LESSON SEQUENCE CHART

Note:

Because this lesson is short and because most of the learning
occurs through completing a program, the lesson sequence has
been eliminated. The lesson sequence chart constains all of
the instructions necessary to organize the lesson.

CONT7NT

WORKSHEET

HOMEWORK

EVALUATION

Data.
Defining
Economics

Administer
program

Pro:gam on all
major learning
for the lesson

Complete attitude
and interest questionnaire (use I.B.M.
cards and pencils;
card # 0330103

DE_ 2
Same

t,nswer questioa
about Unil: 1;
encourage con-

structive criti
cism of The unit
co get students
to decide how much
they have learned
and whether or not
they know or care
about economics
studies

Study for exinination
on Unit I
using class discussion
as a basis for review

Criteria test
from the
program

PROGRAM ON THE DEFINITION OF ECONOMICS

LESSON 7

We are at a point where we can round up some of the ideas we have
been discussing, refine them a little, and arrive at a more careful definition
of what economics is.

We began with the thought that economics examines how we dispose
of scarce resources in satisfying the wants of mankind.

Then we discussed some of the chief interests of the economist:
- The activities with which economics is concerned
(production, consumption, exchange, savings, and
investment);

- The decisions to be made about the use of scarce
resources (what, how, for whom, and how much to
produce);

- The organization and operation of economic systems

and institutions as they evolve under the influence
of the social forces (tradition, command, and market
competition).

These economic activities and decisions, and the filnctioning of

economic systems and institutions are all the outcome of human actions, or,
to use the proper word, of human behavior.

Suppose we combine these statements in one sentence as a first step
toward a definition.

Is the following a good summary?

Economics is the study of human behavior as it

affects the disposal of scarce resources to
satisfy wants.
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Well, there's room for opinion here, of course, but we feel that
the definition says it rather neatly, as far as present discussion has gone.
Now take a look at this next definition and see what you think of it:
Economics is the science which studies behavior as
a relationship between ends and scarce means which
have alternative uses.

Page
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What you feel about it is again your opinion.

However, this is the definition on which most economists agree.
It comes from a British economist, Lionel Robbins, and has stood the test
of 30 years of debate.

Since economists (an argumentative lot) are so widely agreed on
this definition, let's look at it more closely.

First, Robbins uses the words "ends" and "scarce means" where we

have preferred to say

.

.

.

what?

and

110
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We have said "wants" and "scarce resources" where Robbins says
"ends" and "scarce means".

But the meanings are the same.

Notice that Robbins says, "scarce means which have alternative
I

uses."

Why is he so particular about "alternative uses"?
Suppose we have a resource which is scarce (i.e., there is not

enough to satisfy all the desires for it) but which has no alternative
use.

Do we have to make any economic decisions about this resource?

Page
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Yes, we would probably have to make some.
The economic decisions are:
(1) What to produce;

(2) How to produce;

(3) For whom to produce;
(4) How much to produce.

For the scarce resource with just a single use, it would not be
necessary to decide on what to produce or how to produce the output.

The

other two decisions do raise questions, but these questions are simple as
compared to those that must be answered when a scarce resource has alternative uses.

When we must decide how to share a resource between a number

of possible uses, the problems get much more involved, and these are the
problems which are of primary interest in economics.
Take another look at Robbins' definition.

which we have not used or discussed up to this point.

is ?

It
4 ,19

It contains one word
Can you see what it
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Robbins rightly calls economics a science.
implications.
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And that has some

Let's see what they are.

The sciences are divided into two broad groups:
or physical sciences, and (2) the social sciences.

(1) the natural

The former, as their

name implies, study what happens in the natural and physical world and
they include biology, chemistry, physics, geology, and astronomy.

The

latter study the social things of the world -- people, and, in particular,
In addition to economics, the social sciences include:

people in groups.

Anthropology: The study of the physical and cultural
characteristics of man, particularly of primitive man.
Political Science: The study of government and political
power.

Sociology: The study of society, the forms of groups
within society and the interaction of these groups with
one another.

If you have any acquaintance with the sciences, you may be accustomed to thinking of each science as a separate subject.

But, of course,

this is just a convenient way of looking at the sciences when first learning
As you learn more and more about the sciences, the dividing

about them.

lines get blurred.

This is particularly true of the social sciences.

For example, suppose we study a dispute over wages and working con-

ditions between an industry and a labor union.
disciplines is involved?
are involved

Certainly, economics.

Which of the social science
And, since groups of people

families, the locals of the union, companies -- this could

also be a topic for the sociologist.

Thus, a problem from real life can involve several of the social
sciences.

And, very important, each scientist will study the problem from

the point of view of his particular science.
.4

_t.

n

Suppose we plan to study how religious groups have affected a

modern city's political power structure.

This seems to be an area of study
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which involves the social sciences.
likely to be involved?

(a) sociology

(b) political science

(c) anthropology

7

Which of the following disciplines are

Page

(a) and (b).

8

The sociologist is interested in the interaction

of groups of people.

The political scientist studies government and

political power.

The anthropologist probably would not be involved since his
interest tends to concentrate on primitive societies.
Are economic issues likely to be present in a study of this sort?

A 2 17:
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Yes.
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The problems of how to use scarce resources are everywhere

in politics -- the reasons why the religious groups take part in politics
may be partially economic.
Another important point:

When we talk of something being a

science, we mean that it uses the scientific method.

This method helps

the scientist to extend knowledge by explanations which concentrates on
the analysis of facts.

This is not to say that a scientist never guesses,

or that he does not have theories and opinions like the rest of us.

But

it does say that conclusions and predictions made by scientists must be
consistent with the facts.

Thus, in using the scientific method:

(1) He assembles as many facts as possible about the thing to
be studied;

(2) On the basis of the facts, he makes an informed guess about
the nature or the operation of the thing to be studied
(this is called "stating a hypothesis");
1:

(3) He tests to see if his hypothesis is accurate.

For a very

simple example of the scientific method, we can turn to the
natural sciences.

Suppose a chemistry class has the problem

of identifying a liquid.

One of the facts it has on hand

is that blue litmus paper will turn red if dipped in an acid
solution.

Can you state a hypothesis for this situation?
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The hypothesis might go like this:
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When the litmus paper is dipped

in the solution it will turn red, indicating an acid.
The test is simply to dip the litmus paper in the solution.
doing that, the class can add another fact to its collection;

By

if the paper

changes color to red, the solution is acid and the hypothesis is accepted.

One of the basic concerns of science is to discover the laws by
which various things operate.

These laws, once discovered, can then be used

to make accurate predictions about what will happen with similar things in
similar situations.

For a number of reasons, there are many more such laws in the natural and physical sciences than there are in the social sciences.

Thus, a

physicist can predict with great accuracy the period of swing for a pendulum
of a certain length, simply by using the law that governs it.

But a social

scientist finds it hard to predict how people will vote in an election, for
example, or how they will spend their income.

Basic problems in explaining human actions are that it is hard to
tell what a man thinks or how he arrives at a conclusion; we can, however,

find out some things about his thinking by observing the things he does as a
result of his thinking.

Can you supply the word the scientist uses for the phrase "the
things he does as a result of his thinking"?
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The scientist's word is "behavior."

We mentioned earlier that it is often hard to classify a real-life
problem as belonging to just one of the social sciences.

In many cases, the

problem can be examined from the viewpoint of more than one social science.

But can we turn this idea over, as it were, and say that it is
hard to find a real-life problem in the social sciences that is not in some
way economic?

Take, for example, two young people in love.
married.

Does this involve economic issues?

They decide to get
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Darn right it does!

much attention to economics.
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The starry-eyed lovers may not be giving
But they are immersed in economic issues

up to the ears.

Here are some of the issues involved in courtship and marriage.
Which of them are economic?
1

(a) income earning capacity
(b) religion
(c) race

(d) personality

(e) physical characteristics

A
(f) level of wealth

i
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(a) and (f) are quite definitely economic isses.
1.

The others, as you may have noticed, are all social science issues
.

and most have economic aspects.

The foregoing list of economic issues is far from complete.
As newly-weds, the couple will become a new economic unit, a source of
purchasing power (probably credit) for all sorts of things they never had
before, a living proof that two cannot live as cheaply as one.

By marrying,

they will enter into a contract in which, in many states, property becomes
jointly owned and in which a husband takes responsibility for his wife's
debts.

Marriage involves a much more basic economic decision.

Since a

person can marry only one spouse at a time in this country, a choice of one
marriage partner automatically excludes all other choices.
scarcity problem.

There is a real

If you marry Suzy or John, you give up the fun of being

married to Jill or Mark.

The alternative cost of marrying Suzy is the

pleasure you would have had being married to Jill.
Next question:

How about working on a political campaign?

this involve economic issues?

Does

And if it does, can you name any of them?
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Yes, economic issues are involved.

If you are personally working in a political campaign, then you
have, for a start, made a decision about the allocation of at least one of
your scarce resources -- time.

And, of course, most political campaigns involve controversy over

economic issues, elements of "haves" against "havenots" which call for a
redistribution of scarce resources.

Presumably, if you join a campaign,

you have made some economic decisions on these issues.
To come to the point:
aspects of our lives.

There are economic issues in almost all

But are these details of an individual life really of

interest to the economist?
Here's Robbins' definition again:

Economics is the science which studies behavior as a re
lationship between ends and scarce means which have
alternative uses.

This definition and his other writings make it plain that Robbins
meant that economics is concerned with all human behavior that has economic
aspects.

This leaves the door wide open for the economist to say that any

behavior is his province if he can see in it an economic activity, decision,
or institution.

But ...

The fact is that the economist of the present day is much more
selective than that.
solve.

There are more economic problems than economists can

There is a scarcity of economists too. In any period of history of a

society, the economists study that economic behavior which is most interesting
to the people living at that time.

(Sometimes, and for some societies, no

one is interested in economic questions at all, and so there is no study of
economics).

At the present time, and in this world it is possible to define

.4 4 .f
j.
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more precisely what economists study.

It is accurate to say that the concern of economics is not with
economic activities in themselves, but with the institutions which make
these decisions and perform these activities.

These institutions include

the family unit, business firms, labor unions, and government agencies.
As you have already seen, there are relatively few activities
which are purely and simply economic.

Thus the economist's interests reach

into areas which are primarily economic or which have an over-riding economic purpose.

For example, in the case of the Tsimshian Indians he studies

the total organization of the clan because of the way economic issues were
intertwined with social and religious issues.

In studying the present-day

Russian economy, he must also involve himself with government and political
theory since government owns that nation's major means of production.

4 .4 e-v,
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Let's summarize.
Bobbin's definition:

Economics is the science which studies human

behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses.

Another definition:

Economics is the social science which studies

how people decide between alternative uses of scarce resources to satisfy
their wants.

Important points:

(1) Because economics is a social science it (1) uses the scientific
method, and (2) studies human behavior.
(2) The human behavior that interests the economist is that of the

groups known as economic institutions (families, business firms,
labor unions, government, etc.) as they participate in economic
activities and decisions.

(3) Economics is basically concerned with the scarcity problem
that arises when scarce resources have alternative uses.

(When

a scarce resource has only one use, the scarcity problem is readily solved).

(4) Many human problems have economic aspects but they do not concern the economist since it is hard to apply scientific methods to
the problems of individuals.

(5) Economics often overlaps into other social sciences.

A

_.L
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Sub-Divisions of Economics
Economists, like most scientists, tend to specialize.

Thus, it

is convenient to divide the field into separate areas of study.

We would

like to mentic" four such divisions.

Earlier, in distussing the total economic system of a society,
we used the word macro-economics.

"Macro" means simply "big".

parable word that meats "little" is "micro."

The com-

So the science which studies

the economic organizations within a society and the relations between these
-economics.

organizations is called
(fill in the blank)

4 .4

1
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Micro

Economic questions which affect the total economic system of a
nation are the concern of (a)

-economics.

Any economic question of smaller scale is the province of
(b)

-economics.
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(a) macro;

(b) micro.

Economic questions which are concerned with the family unit or
business firms are the province of

micro-economics

Economic questions concerned with a labor union or a financial
institution are the concern of

micro-economics

A study of the effect of union organization on wages in the
carpentry trade is said to be (choose one) micro-economic/macro-economic.

micro-economics

A study of the effect on consumer spending of an increase in federal
income tax rates is said to be (choose one) micro-economic/macro-economic.

Par-

macro-economic

In addition to distinguishing between macro-economics and microeconomics, economists often draw a line between "pure economics" and
"applied economics."

As so often happens in the social sciences, it is

som2times hard to see where one leaves off and another begins, but we
can say:

Pure economics is the purely scientific part of economics which
is concerned with increasing knowledge about economic syatems.

Like other pure sciences, it is concerned with describing, explaining, and predicting the things being studied.
Applied economics is the use of economic knowledge to solve
practical problems that involve economic decisions or economic
policy.

(Policy is defined as a plan of action or a guide for

making decisions).
Here's a question:

If a group of economists is asked to study

the laws which regulate the electric power industry of the U.S., is the
grcup concerned with pure economics or with applied economics?

20
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The economists' concern is with pure economics.

They would collect information to help them describe how the industry
operates under present laws and they would predict what would happen if it
was either restricted or encouraged in certain ways.

They would, in other

words, increase the knowledge about this particular economic system.
there they would stop.

But

It would be up to some other group to decide whether

new laws and controls should be imposed.

Let's suppose that a study group is set up to make recommendations
as to how much land in a state should be devoted to state parks.
Is this study concerned with pure economics or with applied economics?
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This time it's applied economics.

As before, there will be a lot of data gathering (the location and
amount of land involved, for instance) and some predicting (expected needs
for land for industrial and residential expansion, and so on).

But the

function of the group is to make recommendations, to set down a plan of
action or to provide guidelines with which others may make decisions.

Thus

this group is concerned with applied economics.

We might sum it up by saying:
In pure economics, we try to increase the body of knowledge in the
field.

In a sense, we are not concerned what the outcome in so long as it

is an accurate prediction of what will happen in a given group of circumstances.

The test of pure economics is whether it succeeds in explaining

and/or predicting.

In applied economics, on the other hand, we are dealing with the
practical problems of the real world.

From the start, we know something

about what the outcome must be and the job is to make decisions or shape
policy which will give us the outcome we seek.

The test of applied economics

is whether the decisions or policies work in achieving the intended goal.

ECON 12

THEORY OF ABSOLUTE AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

1.

This lesson is about the Theory of Absolute and Comparative
Advantage, a useful idea which is much simpler than its name
makes it sound.

This theory demonstrates why people began to specialize in
the work they did and how this benefited the societies to which they
belonged.
Let's begin in the Stone Age and have two cavemen, A and B
producing arrows and axes.
In one day, Caveman A can produce either
10 arrows or 4 axes; in the same period, Caveman B can produce 8
arrows or 6 axes.

Caveman

A

Dail Out.ut
Arrows

Axes

10

4

1.:
B

.To get maximum production, each should do the thing he does
while Caveman B,should

best. Thus Caveman A should. produce
produce

A should produce arrows, B should produce axes

2.

1.

Caveman A is better at producing arrows; B is better at producing axes. Each is said to have absolute advantage in pro
ducing the things he makes most efficiently.

If Typist X types 70 words a minute and Typist Y types 65=words
a minute, Typist X has an
advantage.

Iabsolute.

1

Typist X is more efficient typist

2
3.

Now let's consider a different situation:
Caveman

A

Daily Output
ArrOws Axes
10
6
8

B

5

i

Caveman A has an

In producing arrows.,

absolute advantage

4.

In producing axes, which man has an absolute advantage?

5.

In fact, A has an absolute advantage in producing both arrows
But he cannot do both at once. We also want B to
and.axes.
work on one or the other. Lnd the question. is "Which one?"

The answer lies in something you have met already, relative
It will help us decide what each man does best.
efficiency.
Caveman A is better than Caveman B at producing both arrows
But he may be even better at one than he is at the other.
More formally, A may have a higher relative efficiency for one task
than for the other. So let's compare the relative efficiencies of
A and B at the two tasks:
and axes.

Arrows

is efficiency relative to B's

Output of A
Output of B

= 10 = 1.25

Axes
A's efficiency relative to B's = (

) of A = (
)

(

)

= (

)

(fill in the blanks)

Axes:

A
B

6.

=

6

= 1.20

5

Since A has a relative efficiency of 1.25 in producing arrows and
of 1.20 in producing axes, he has a higher relative efficiency in
producing
4 1"7"..!

Arrows
7.

A should produce the product for which he has the higher
relative efficiency. Thus he will produce
leaving B to produce

arrows;

1.

8.

B: axes

This comparison of relative efficiencies has shown us that A
has the comparative advantage in producing arrows.

To summarize: a has an absolute advantage over B in producing
both arrows and axes, he has a(n)
advantage in
producing arrows.

1

Comparative

9.

In cases like the one just discussed, we get maximum production
if each produces the good or service for which he has the comparative advantage.
Here is another example:
Caveman

Daily Output
Arrows Axes

C

7

12

D

10

15

What should C produce?

1

Axes

1

10.

If you want to see the calculation, go to Frame 11.
If you prefer to go ahead, go to Frame 12.

1

11.

Solution

C's efficiency relative to D:
Arrows:
Axes:

7/10 =

.7

12/15 =

.8

C has a higher relative efficiency in producing axes
(.8 for axes, against .7 for arrows).
C has the comparative advantage in producing axes.
Go to the next frame.

12.

Summary

Given this information
Daily

Output
Arrows
Axes

Caveman
C

7

12

D

10

15
1

- D has the absolute advantage for production of both
arrows and axes.
- In a situation in which C joins with D in producing
two outputs, C has the comparative advantage in
producing axes.
- Maximum production comes from having each produce the
good or service for which he has the comparative
advantage.

- Thus C should produce axes and D should produce arrows.

t' fl
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ECON 12

EFFICIENCY

1.
To close the gap between wants and available goods and services,
we try to make the most efficient use of productive resources.

In doing that, we need to compare two or mor e operations to see
which is the more efficient producer of some good o r service.
To make the comparison, we need certain information.
Suppose we know that Plant A produces 9000 plates per day and
that Plant B produces 4500 similar plates per day.
With that information, can we tell which plant is the more
efficient producer?

The figures tell us how much each plant produces per
day but they say nothing about efficiency.
No.

2.

From the information given, we know that Plant A produces twice
as much as Plant B, but for all we know it may use ten times
the resources.

Before we can say that onu plant is more efficient than another,
we must know not only the output but the

Input

As a first step in deciding which of two plants is more efficient,
we figure the ratio of output to input for each plant to get its
production efficiency, or, as it is commonly called, its productivity.
3.

For example, suppose that Plant A produces 9000 plates from inputs
that cost a total of $2250 while Plant B produces 4500 plates from inputs
totaling $1500.
Then we can say;

